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Welcome
This month we mark Global Ethics Day, a timely reminder of the importance of
holding business and individuals to the highest standards of behaviour
Ethics has long been a cornerstone
of the accountancy profession. But

‘The ethics code
principles apply
to humans; we
have to think
about how they
might be applied
to machines’

as the business world evolves at a
frenetic pace, fuelled by technology, it
is increasingly important to understand
what constitutes ethical behaviour.
The International Ethics Standards
Board for Accountants (IESBA) has just
overhauled its ethics code. While the
fundamental principles remain, the way
accountants should identify, evaluate

‘The evolution of ethics’, p25

and address threats to compliance has
changed. Read more on page 25.
An ethics code is one element of
the accounting and audit reforms in

We also hear from Delia Ferreira

Lao People’s Democratic Republic. On

Rubio, whose lifelong passion for public

page 32 we explore the challenges

ethics has seen her take the lead at

of establishing an infrastructure that

anti-corruption movement Transparency

will bring the country into line with

International (page 60).

international standards.

Elsewhere we have articles on who

Meanwhile in our main interview

funds the regulators (page 54), how

we hear from Paul Simmons, Marriott

to spot a fraudster (page 30), why

International’s CFO for the Middle East

policymakers need to act on blockchain

and Africa. The hotel group has seen

(page 29), and what makes a good

phenomenal expansion, particularly after

financial forecast (page 28).

AB

a merger made it the world’s largest
hotel operator. Read more about the

Annabella Gabb, international editor

complexities of integration on page 12.

annabella.gabb@accaglobal.com
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Zimbabwe has signed a
deal with a Chinese film
company to make movies
in Chinese featuring
tourist sights such as
Victoria Falls. It wants to
attract Chinese tourists
as part of a bid to revive
the tourism sector, which
could be worth US$1.2bn.

The US state of
Massachusetts has
voted in its first
African-American
congresswoman,
Democrat Ayanna
Pressley. Focusing on
gun control, she beat an
incumbent who had been
in the role for 20 years.

Writer Kevin Kwan
attends a screening of the
romantic comedy Crazy
Rich Asians, based on his
novel. The film is the first
US studio production to
star an exclusively Asian
and Asian-American cast
in a contemporary setting
to be released in 25 years.

Nike has received more
than US$43m worth of
media exposure from
its controversial ad
featuring footballer Colin
Kaepernick. Kaepernick
started a protest against
racism and police brutality
in the US by kneeling for
the national anthem.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look at the
latest developments and issues affecting the profession
Time for crypto rules

facilitate money laundering

Assurance Standards Board

these corporate tax cuts have

Bruegel, the European

and fraud. Bruegel believes

(IAASB) for a three-year term

created some concerns of a

thinktank, has recommended

that it may be impossible to

beginning on 1 January 2019.

“race to the bottom”, most

the EU adopt common rules

regulate bitcoin and other

He succeeds Professor Arnold

of these countries appear to

on cryptocurrencies in a

cryptocurrencies, but those

Schilder, who has chaired the

be engaged in a “race to the

report produced at the EU’s

dealing in them should be

board for a decade. ‘High-

average”.’

request. It added that there

subject to strong regulation

quality professional standards

should be EU-level regulation

and disclosure rules. See also

developed in the public

Reporting revamp

of crypto exchanges and

page 29.

interest by the IAASB provide

The US Securities and

the markets with confidence

Exchange Commission (SEC)

clearer rules on initial coin
offerings (ICOs). There is

New chair at IAASB

in the important work done

is to review whether the

concern among EU regulators

Martin Baumann has been

by auditors,’ Baumann

requirement for US public

at the potential for the use of

appointed chair of the

said. ‘I am committed

companies to report quarterly

cryptocurrencies and ICOs to

International Auditing and

to working tirelessly to

should be scrapped. US

ensure the IAASB meets its

president Donald Trump

mandate, and continues to

made the announcement in a

be recognised as a highly

tweet: ‘In speaking with some

regarded independent

of the world’s top business

organisation developing

leaders I asked what it is that

high-quality standards.’

would make business (jobs)
even better in the US. “Stop

Business taxes cut

quarterly reporting & go to

Corporate and personal tax

a six-month system,” said

rates have been cut around

one. That would allow greater

the world in recent years as

flexibility & save money. I

governments seek to increase

have asked the SEC to study!’

investment, consumption and
labour market participation,

Illegal catch

according to a report from

Tax havens are being used

This year’s Charity Fraud Awareness Week is taking place from

the OECD. Tax Policy

to enable companies to fish

22 to 26 October. The initiative is led by the Charities Against

Reforms 2018 describes the

illegally, it has been claimed.

Fraud partnership, which includes more than 40 charities,

latest tax reforms across

Around 70% of vessels

regulators, professional bodies (including ACCA) and not-for-

35 OECD members, plus

involved in illegal fishing

profit stakeholders. It brings together those involved in the

Argentina, Indonesia and

are owned by companies

sector to share good practice in tackling fraud and financial

South Africa. The average

registered in Belize, Panama

crime, and to ‘look out, listen out and speak out to keep

corporate income tax

or other tax havens, found

charity fraud out’ (#CharityFraudOut).

rate across the OECD has

a study from the Stockholm

dropped from 32.5% in 2000

Resilience Centre. ‘The

arrangements and associated challenges at the Accountants for

to 23.9% in 2018. Pascal Saint-

global nature of fisheries’

the Future virtual conference in November (see accaglobal.com/

Amans, director of the OECD

value chains, complex

AFF2018). For more on awareness week, visit bit.ly/char-fraud.

Centre for Tax Policy and

ownership structures and

Administration, said: ‘While

limited governance capacities

Be aware of charity fraud

ACCA is also hosting a session on effective speak-up

8
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Accounting for the Future
Registrations are now open for ACCA’s flagship, annual virtual conference – your chance to gain
up to 21 units of free CPD and stay ahead of the curve on issues affecting finance professionals.

On the agenda
•

Facing the future: taking on
the megatrends together

•

Four strategies to
supercharge your career

•

Business models of the future

•

Robotics in action: challenges
More information

and opportunities for the FD
•

IFRS in action: an update

accaglobal.com/AFF2018

of many coastal nations

essential transparency,

2015 led to the resignation

allocated to preventing

make the sector susceptible

relevance and integrity to

of its chief executive Thomas

money laundering.

to the use of tax havens,’

the systems that underpin

Borgen. Chairman Ole

said co-author Henrik

vibrant economies. We are

Andersen said: ‘The Bank

SEC questions ICICI

Österblom. In addition, 68%

proud to partner with the IBA

has clearly failed to live up

The SEC is investigating

of funding for farming in the

to highlight and advance the

to its responsibility in this

loan impairment provisions

Amazon involving rainforest

role of our global professions

matter. This is disappointing

at India’s ICICI Bank. In a

destruction was financed via

in serving the public interest

and unacceptable and we

regulatory filing with the

tax havens.

now and in the future.’

offer our apologies to all

SEC, ICICI stated: ‘The

of our stakeholders… we

Bank has been responding

Against corruption

ECB moves on AML

acknowledge that we have a

to requests for information

The International Federation

The European Central Bank is

task ahead of us in regaining

from the SEC investigatory

of Accountants (IFAC) has

working with other regulators

their trust.’ Unrelated money

staff regarding an enquiry

signed a joint commitment

to strengthen money

laundering regulatory

relating to the timing and

with the International Bar

laundering controls following

breaches have also occurred

amount of the Bank’s loan

Association to continue

the leaking of a report

at other institutions in Latvia

impairment provisions taken

combating corruption. IFAC

revealing a serious failure

and Malta. The ECB, the

under US GAAP... The Bank

CEO Fayezul Choudhury

at Danske Bank’s Estonian

European Commission

has voluntarily complied

said: ‘Grounded in a strong

operation. An internal

and the European Banking

with all requests of the US

ethical code, professional

investigation into payments

Authority want to strengthen

SEC investigatory staff for

accountants across the globe

of about €200bn that flowed

communication between

information and interviews

play a critical role in the fight

through the Estonian

national regulators and

related to the Bank’s US

against corruption, bringing

operation between 2007 and

increase the resource

GAAP loan impairment
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process.’ ICICI has separately

through the delivery of

and internal controls. Moody’s

partner Paul Abbey said: ‘Our

filed a notice to securities

expected results,’ the report

did not admit or deny the

attractiveness as a location

regulators that it has

concluded. Around €350m

SEC’s charges.

for investment is diminished.’

entered into an inter-creditor

of cohesion funding was

agreement for the resolution

allocated for 2014–20.

Tax cuts fall with PM

ICO fraudster banned

Proposed cuts in Australia’s

A man behind an ICO fraud

Moody’s under fire

corporation tax regime have

has been banned by the SEC

Moody’s credit ratings

fallen along with deposed

from acting as a director.

Funding allocations from the

agency has agreed to pay

prime minister Malcolm

His company, Tomahawk

EU’s cohesion policy are not

penalties of US$16.25m to

Turnbull. Prior to Turnbull’s

Exploration, proposed to

being effectively prioritised

settle allegations from the

replacement as PM by

undertake oil exploration

and instead tend to go to

SEC involving internal control

Scott Morrison, the Senate

and drilling in California.

whichever application comes

failures and inconsistent

rejected proposals to cut

According to the SEC’s order,

in first, according to a report

credit ratings. This is the

taxes for large companies.

David Laurance attempted

from the European Court of

first enforcement action of

Australia’s corporate tax rate

to raise money through

Auditors. The report looked

its kind. The internal control

for companies with turnover

the sale of blockchain-

at cohesion projects in the

failures relate to the models

above A$50m has been at

based digital tokens

Czech Republic, France,

used by Moody’s to rate US

30% for 17 years. Advisers

called ‘Tomahawkcoins’.

Italy and Finland, which had

residential mortgage-backed

warned that the current tax

Promotional materials used in

disappointing impacts. ‘It is

securities. Moody’s also

regime created a disincentive

the ICO inflated projections

critical that this funding is

agreed to pay US$1.25m and

for companies to grow

of oil production and falsely

allocated effectively, namely

review its policies, procedures

turnover. PwC corporate tax

suggested that Tomahawk

of stressed assets.

Allocation ineffective

possessed leases for
drilling sites. The company

Barriers to blockchain

described Laurance as having

According to PwC’s Global Blockchain Survey 2018, a lack of trust may stall progress in blockchain

a ‘flawless background’,

technology. Of the survey respondents, 45% believe that lack of trust could delay adoption, while

failing to disclose a criminal

regulatory uncertainty was also cited as a top barrier (48%), with the ability to bring the network

conviction for fraudulent

together (44%) coming in third. PwC’s four strategies for blockchain success include making the

securities offerings.

blockchain business case; building an industry ecosystem; designing deliberately; and navigating

Slovenia scutiny

regulatory uncertainty.

Slovenia needs to adopt

The biggest barriers to blockchain adoption: top three challenges

comprehensive tax reforms,

1st

2nd

3rd

Total

Regulatory uncertainty

27%

11%

10%

48%

Lack of trust among users

25%

Ability to bring
networks together

21%

Separate blockchains
not working together

11%

Inability to scale
Intellectual property
concerns
Audit/compliance
concerns

13%
15%

11%

6% 12%

15%

6% 9%
4% 7%

12%

18%

9%

7%

45%

8%

44%
41%
29%
30%
20%

according to a review of
policy conducted by the
OECD. Tax burdens should
shift away from employees’
social security contributions,
towards personal income
tax, VAT and property tax,
concluded the review.
Reform is required in part
because of the rapid ageing
of the population and to
incentivise older workers to
stay in the labour market
longer and bring younger
workers into the labour
market earlier. Tax changes

10
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should be accompanied by

firm will have 1,500 partners

reforms to the pension and

and staff operating from

healthcare systems.

seven different offices. Grant
Thornton SA previously

Africa must prioritise

announced that all its

Tackling bribery, corruption,

member firms would be

money laundering and tax

integrated into a single

evasion must be priorities

national firm under the brand

for African nations if they

name SNG Grant Thornton.

are to move to middleincome status, Vera Songwe,

Improving system

executive secretary of the

The Egyptian government

United Nations Economic

has adopted improved

Commission for Africa,

financial reporting systems to

has warned. Strategies,

strengthen its monitoring of

Pakistan’s rich ‘must pay more tax’

she said, should include

spending by state agencies.

Imran Khan, Pakistan’s newly elected prime minister, has

building human and

The Government Financial

pledged that the country’s richest people will have to pay more

technological capacity to

Management Information

in tax to cut national debt. ‘We have formed a bad habit of

reduce illicit financial flows

System is intended to

living on loans and aid from other countries,’ he said, adding

and to improve collaboration

control public spending,

that his vision for a ‘new Pakistan’ also involves the creation

across government. Efforts

with officials and ministers

of a welfare state, with reductions in poverty as well as debt.

to strengthen action

provided with information

Meanwhile, in a strategy to avoid seeking a bailout from the

against economic crime

on transactions through an

International Monetary Fund, Pakistan’s economic advisers are

will be boosted through a

electronic network. Yomn

considering banning imports of products including cheese,

£4bn (US$5.3bn) funding

al-Hamaki, a professor of

leading to suggestions that Khan wants to ‘Make Pakistan grate

stream promised by the UK

economics at Ain Shams

again’, a play on Donald Trump’s catchphrase.

government.

University, told local media

Imran Khan wants to
end Pakistan’s ‘bad
habit’ of loans and aid.

that the information system

BDO SA expands

is the first effective step

company and was seen

Bad news for Turkey

BDO South Africa has

taken to improve value for

as central to its economy.

Moody’s has downgraded

expanded through the

money in public spending.

In 2011 Forbes estimated

Turkey to Ba3, with a negative

Dankner’s personal fortune at

outlook, in an expression

US$30bn.

of weak confidence in

absorption of Grant
Thornton’s Johannesburg

Israel tycoon jailed

practice. Earlier this year

One of Israel’s best known

BDO took over Grant

business leaders has had

Pulling the plug

prospects amid its political

Thornton’s Cape Town and

a two-year sentence for

The world’s largest ever

and economic disagreements

Port Elizabeth practices.

securities fraud increased

initial public offering (IPO) –

with the US. ‘That

BDO South Africa’s CEO

to three after the Supreme

in Saudi Aramco – has been

weakening is exemplified

Mark Stewart said: ‘The

Court rejected his appeal.

postponed and probably

by heightened concerns

integration of Grant

In 2016 Nochi Dankner was

abandoned. The decision

over the independence

Thornton Johannesburg into

convicted of conducting

was reportedly taken by King

of the central bank, and

BDO will create the largest

transactions involving

Salman, against the wishes of

by the lack of a clear and

mid-tier accounting firm in

hundreds of millions of

Saudi Arabia’s de facto ruler,

credible plan to address the

South Africa with fees in

dollars with the purpose of

Mohammed bin Salman.

underlying causes of the

excess of ZAR1.2bn, thus

propping up the share price

Although only 5% of Aramco

recent financial distress,’

positioning the firm as a

of IDB Holding Corp, in

had been planned for sale,

said Moody’s. S&P has also

credible alternative to the

which he held a controlling

this would have generated

downgraded Turkey.

four largest auditing firms in

interest. IDB had been

around US$100bn for the

South Africa.’ The expanded

Israel’s largest holding

cash-strapped kingdom.

the country’s economic

AB
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Suite spot
Paul Simmons FCCA, CFO of Marriott International Middle East and Africa, is bringing
on capacity at a phenomenal rate in a region building for the future

T

he Middle East – particularly the
countries of the Arabian Gulf – is

i

areas such as law, financial accounting,

CV

investment accounting and auditing.
‘In the early years, being ACCA-qualified

known for its impressive skyline of

luxury hotels. As one of the first operators

2013–

helped me climb the ladder in a relatively

to enter this market, in 1980, Marriott

CFO, Marriott International

short time period. Now I’m very involved

International has been a trailblazer – a fact

Middle East and Africa

in the legal side with such things as
management agreements, and my ACCA

not lost on Paul Simmons FCCA, CFO of
the hotel chain’s operations in the region

2008–13

and Africa.

VP finance for Marriott

background is still very useful.’
After various roles with Whitbread,

International UK, Ireland,

including looking after shared services and

people person, Simmons seems well suited

MEA; then VP, finance

the management of 250 pubs (‘a tough

to the hotel sector: ‘Hospitality is a people

business partner, Marriott

job’), Simmons became responsible for

business,’ he stresses.

International MEA, Dubai

managing area hotel clusters across the

Amiable and easy-going, a self-confessed

UK and Europe. He moved to Dubai in

People skills are paramount to this
particular business given how Marriott

2005–08

2011, and landed the top finance job in the

has spread across this diverse region. In

In charge of shared services

region two years later.

1980, it opened the JW Marriott Dubai and

centre for Marriott Managed

Sheraton Kuwait. Today, it has a significant

Hotels, then VP, business

in two offices, one in Dubai and the other

presence in 29 countries across the Middle

operations finance – Europe

in the company’s South African head office

His core team numbers 75 and is based

in Cape Town. Area teams of around 2,500

East and Africa, including the UAE, Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Jordan, Egypt, South Africa,

1989–2005

accounting and bookkeeping staff are

Nigeria and Rwanda.

Senior analyst, later financial

based in the UAE, Qatar, North Africa, sub-

controller and senior financial

Saharan Africa, Saudi Arabia and Bahrain.

controller, Whitbread

Hotels report to the area finance teams,

Simmons was keen to develop his
technical skill-set at an early age: ‘When I

which in turn report to the core team for

was 11, I remember my teacher asking me
what I wanted to do when I grew up. Even

1988–89

tasks such as internal audit, administration,

then I wanted to be an accountant.’

Auditor/accountant with a

entity accounting, compliance, tax,

small UK firm, then financial

reporting and feasibility.

Small fry and big boys

accountant for Rank Xerox

Sure enough, he graduated in 1988 with an
ACCA higher national diploma in business

Internal auditing, while conducted
in-house, is a separate and independent
function. ‘We call it the internal controls

and finance. He took up a role with a small firm in Hertfordshire,

team, because they are as much coaches as they are auditors,’

not far from London, which he says was a perfect starting-point:

explains Simmons. Each hotel is given a no-notice audit at

‘Completing accounts from invoices and cheques out of a

least once a year, which lasts for around three to five days.

shoebox at one end of the spectrum and auditing the likes of
Reebok UK at the other was a great learning ground.’

In the seven years that Simmons has been overseeing the

at that time Marriott’s strategic franchise partner. He soon fell

Middle East and Africa operations, the rate of change has

into four distinct roles in his job – reporting, capital appraisal,

been phenomenal. ‘In 2011, Marriott had just 35 hotels in

investment and analysis.

the whole region,’ he says. ‘Today, there are 55 in the UAE

‘My ACCA training quickly became extremely valuable,’ he
says. ‘The breadth of the qualification is very wide, covering

12

Furious growth

After a short stint with Rank Xerox, he moved to Whitbread,

alone and 256 across MEA.’ This is thanks in large part to
Marriott’s 2016 acquisition of Starwood Hotels and Resorts.
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‘In 2011, Marriott
had just 35 hotels
in the whole
region. Today,
there are 55 in
the UAE alone’
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The business maintains an

The US$13.6bn deal, which made
Marriott the largest hotel operator

ambitious growth strategy in MEA. It

in the world, doubled its business

has 180 new hotels in the pipeline to

in the region, adding depth and
breadth, and brands such as Westin,
Sheraton, St Regis and Le Meridien
to the global portfolio.
‘A merger of this size was a first for
our industry,’ Simmons explains. ‘As
you can imagine, integrating the two
companies’ systems and processes
was a huge undertaking. We had to
devise a roadmap to bring the best

‘Our main objective
is to continue
to keep owners
happy, which
means increasing
the profitability
of the hotels’

of the two companies together, while
keeping our key stakeholders happy.

total to more than 400.
Much of Dubai’s construction
activity is focused on the Expo 2020.
While there are concerns about
hotel room oversupply, Simmons is
pragmatic. With the ramping up of
tourism and more leisure activities
opening, supply and demand
will level out, he says. ‘In the UAE
occupancy remains at the higher end
of the 80% range. Dubai is building

Cultural integration was crucial for our most valuable assets –

for the long term, not just the short term. Marriott is adding a

our people. For our owners, we needed to stay 100% focused

mix of business and leisure properties for the different needs.’

on business as usual, and focus on delivering value on the top
and bottom lines.’

14

2025, which will bring Marriott’s MEA

Of greater concern to Simmons is the all-important industry
metric of revenue per available room (revpar), which Simmons
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fully expects to fall across the MEA region as more rooms
come on stream. How will Marriott address the forecast fall

i

Tips

in revpar?
‘Despite the challenges of revpar in certain locations, our
main objective is to continue to keep owners happy,’ he says,
‘which means increasing the profitability of the hotels.’ That
will be achieved by placing more emphasis on the cost side
and driving efficiencies. The result will be, he says, an industry
that is competitive in terms of both cost and quality.

*

‘Don’t get stuck in the finance office. Get out there and

*

‘The FD is the general manager’s right hand, not only in

At the start of this year, VAT was introduced in the UAE

see the operations – see what the customer sees.’

the finances but in running the operation efficiently and
effectively. To be successful in the hotel sector, you need
a good sense of how hotel operations work.’

and Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait, Bahrain and Oman all plan
to follow in their footsteps. So far, the new tax hasn’t
hurt the business, according to Simmons, who adds that
Marriott considered the issues thoroughly beforehand. ‘We
looked at the different needs of the business – F&B [food
and beverage] compared to rooms, for example, to assess
whether the customer would bear the cost. In some cases
we raised prices to account for the VAT, but in other F&B
outlets we felt we would benefit through greater volume by

*

‘Try to cover as many different accounting functions in

*

‘Be a strong communicator and know how to present

i

the hotel as possible.’

yourself.’

Basics

effectively discounting the price.’
Yet with continual expansion, challenges remain in areas

Marriott International’s operating and pipeline properties

such as bookkeeping and tax returns, particularly for the 100+

come under 22 brand names across 36 territories in the

Marriott hotels in sub-Saharan Africa, where so much business

Middle East and Africa, with 55,000 rooms available in a total

is still done in cash and the capacity of tax administrations

of 246 hotels (a portfolio projected to rise to more than 400

is often weak. For Simmons, addressing these issues comes

by 2025). The group has more than 65,000 staff in the region,

down to proper process structure. He says: ‘We have policies

including 2,500 in finance.

and procedures in place across the globe to ensure we have
the correct split of duties between our finance departments,
which helps us mitigate such challenges, and all our hotels are
also internally audited annually.’

In sub-Saharan Africa, partnering with the Akilah Institute,
a non-profit college for women in the Rwandan capital Kigali,
Marriott engaged Rwandan women in a two-year placement

Professionalisation

programme in hotels across the MEA region. On completion,

As the business climate changes in the region, Simmons

they returned to run Marriott’s Rwanda property as managers

has noted a shift in the qualifications of local accounting

with valuable operational experience. Marriott is looking to

professionals. ‘When I came to the region in 2011, the number

replicate the programme elsewhere in the future.

of qualified accountants was minimal,’ he says. ‘People were

Such initiatives have not gone unnoticed. Marriott was voted

more qualified by experience. This is changing, however,

best employer by MENA hoteliers in 2017 as part of Hotelier

particularly as we encourage our joiners to complete an ACCA

Middle East’s salary survey that year, and was among the

or another professional accountancy qualification.’

winners at Aon’s 2017 Best Employer Middle East Awards. As

To attract local talent to the hospitality sector, Marriott
International has been offering career opportunities for young
Arabs and Africans, enrolling them in all disciplines. The

well as being good for local talent, it makes financial sense.
‘It’s expensive to import talent,’ points out Simmons.
He is optimistic about what lies ahead. ‘It is an exciting

group’s global development programme, Voyage, provides

time for the region’s travel and tourism sector. Governments

university graduates with leadership mentoring. Another

have set out clear and ambitious visions to grow and invest in

programme, Tahseen (developed in conjunction with Saudi

the sector, the industry is thriving, and we are proud we are

hotel partner Dur Hospitality, Cornell University in the US, and

opening up a huge range of jobs, as well as contributing to the

youth education non-profit organisations Injaz Al-Arab and

ongoing growth and diversification of the region’s economy.’

AB

Education for Employment), aims to attract Saudi nationals to
train in hospitality management.

Mark Atkinson, journalist in Dubai
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Reach for the top
Show confidence, find a mentor and make connections. This is what women need
to do to reach the C-suite, advises Ramona Dzinkowski
Over the last few months, I’ve been

club’ atmosphere; that companies

exploring the role of women in finance

aren’t offering sufficient mentoring

to get a better understanding of how

opportunities; and that stereotypes still

they are represented among senior

persist, misrepresenting women as less

executives and how they can secure a

motivated in their career goals.
It’s certainly true in my experience that

spot at the decision-making table.
Given the predominance of female

women have historically had to work

students in accounting and graduate

twice as hard as their male counterparts

schools, it is baffling that women are

to be heard. In today’s environment,

still so grossly under-represented in

however, women are bringing value to

the C-suite.

the leadership table by capitalising on

In the US, for example, 61.3% of

their innate tendencies to be engaging,

accountants and auditors are women

inclusive and empowering.

– but only 12.5% of CFOs in Fortune

From conversations I’ve had with

500 companies are. Women make up

women who have made it to the top in

51% of full-time staff at certified public

finance, I’ve tried to synthesise their best

accountancy firms, but represent only

advice into a list of ‘must-dos’.

24% of partners and principals.

Aside from technical competence,

The mildly good news is that the

which is the base, you must:

number of women on management
committees in the US grew from 17% in
2011 to 24% in 2017. More recently, in
the UK EY appointed two new female
board members, bringing the male/
female ratio to 50:50. But this is just a
drop in the ocean.

communicate effectively and exhibit

*

take a holistic approach to your role

*
*

build consensus wherever you can

a lot of confidence
and be highly collaborative
find a champion, mentor or sponsor.
‘Successful women in top leadership

Why is this? Findings from a recent

roles are likely to have had a strong

Institute of Management Accountants

supporter within their company who

(IMA) forum, part of the IMA’s Women’s

identified their talent and helped them

Accounting Leadership Series, confirmed

progress through the organisation,’ one

what other surveys have found: family
concerns often come before career
plans; many women are risk averse in
their career path; they tend to be less
assertive than their male colleagues;
and career development clubs and
associations are usually male dominated.
Like others before it, the forum
concluded that the social networking
opportunities essential for career
advancement are still mostly
designed for men, creating a ‘men’s

16

*

Women are
bringing value to
the leadership table
by capitalising
on their innate
tendencies to be
engaging, inclusive
and empowering

senior C-suite recruiter told me.
Networking is essential. I encourage
women to join more groups to build
their profile. The more you do this, the
higher you will rise.
I highly recommend that you look
online for local networking opportunities.
Some ACCA offices run female member
networks, too – where better to start?

AB

Ramona Dzinkowski, Canadian economist
and president of RND Research Group
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Political blues
In Africa, the power of music to move people to action has long been harnessed by
activists. Now social media is increasing that power, says Alnoor Amlani
Across the world the phenomenon

MPs, following a street protest.

of ‘struggle music’ has empowered

Chaotic scenes ensued in Kampala

people campaigning for their rights

and other urban centres as protests

for generations. The iconic civil rights

turned violent. These protests were

anthem, We Shall Overcome, which

mirrored by peaceful demonstrations

originated in a 1900s gospel hymn

by the Ugandan diaspora in London,

and became renowned in the 1940s

Berlin and Washington DC. Wine

through its association with the

was later released on bail and at time

US labour movement, has come to

of writing was in the US for medical

symbolise protest the world over.

treatment after claiming he was tortured

In Africa the power of music to

while in custody.

move people to action has also

Key to the spread of Wine’s message

been harnessed for generations by

is social media, particularly among the

activists and politicians alike. The best

younger generation in Uganda, which

known here is the beautiful, haunting

has one of the youngest populations in

Nkosi Sikeleli Afrika (God bless

the world. Around 48% of its people are

Africa), also based on a hymn, which

14 years old or younger, and a further

was popularised by the anti-apartheid

one in five (21%) are aged between 15

movement in South Africa and has

and 24. Just 2% of its people are aged

since become a pan-African song

65 years or older.

of liberation.

Wine has astutely positioned himself

Africa has seen other, more radical,

as the champion of this demographic,

musical expressions of freedom, such

using the appeal of his songs and music

as those popularised by Fela Kuti in

and the power of social media to get his

Nigeria. Kuti invented the West African

point across. In July he led vocal protests

Afrobeat genre, which has now spread

when the government introduced a tax

across the continent, and used his songs

on social media – users must now pay a

to challenge the repressive government

fee equivalent to five US cents per day

in his native country.

to use Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,

Another Afrobeat star currently in the

WhatsApp and other online apps, a

limelight is Ugandan Bobi Wine, who

move that is construed to be a means of

was elected to parliament last year as
MP for Kyadondo East, under his real
name Robert Kyagulanyi.
Wine gained political popularity
through his music, particularly in the
poorer parts of the capital Kampala,
using it to direct protest at Uganda’s
long-serving 74-year-old president
Yoweri Museveni.
Wine was recently arrested, along with
several journalists and other opposition

containing the spread of dissent.

Musician Bobi Wine
has astutely
positioned himself
as the champion of
young Ugandans,
using music and
social media

As a disenchanted young population
try to organise themselves against
a regime they see as repressive, it is
clear that social media combined with
the traditional power of music has
become a powerful new tool for political
protest in Africa.

AB

Alnoor Amlani FCCA, director with the
CFOO Centre in Nairobi, Kenya
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More than just a day
To highlight this month’s Global Ethics Day, ACCA is organising a host of events and
creating resources that will have a lasting impact, says ACCA president Leo Lee
Global Ethics Day takes place on
17 October. This year we’ve partnered
with the Carnegie Council for Ethics
and Corporate Affairs – which
established the event in 2014 – and
CFA Institute to mark the occasion.
ACCA is holding a number of events
throughout this month (see also
page 66). ACCA Singapore will be
running its second ethics film festival,
while ACCA Hong Kong will hold its first.
At the festivals, three documentaries
will get audiences thinking about the
ethical dimensions of technology and
globalisation: Banking on Bitcoin, Big
Men and The Price We Pay.
As well as running these and many
more events and roundtables across the
world, we are also working on a video
series with the Carnegie Council, ‘Ethics
in their Own Words’, where leaders
speak about what ethics mean to them
and address the questions posed by
BlackRock CEO Larry Fink in his 2017
annual letter to CEOs. Companies
must, said Fink, consider how they
deal with a range of issues, from the

Ethics is central to being a respected

ACCA Rulebook and the ACCA Code

community and the environment

and trusted profession. So for ACCA

of Ethics and Conduct – and it’s why we

to supporting workers through

members, ethics isn’t just for a day;

place ethics and professionalism at the

technological change.

it’s ‘365, 24/7’. That’s why we have the

heart of the ACCA Qualification. It’s also
why we have our Ethics and Professional

Countdown to WCOA 2018

Skills module.
If you do one thing on Global Ethics

World Congress of Accountants in Sydney (5–8 November) is fast approaching

Day, stop to think for a moment about

and I hope to meet ACCA members at our stand. At the event you’ll hear from

what ethics and professionalism mean to

great visionaries in business and finance, and get the chance to meet members of

you. Ask your colleagues, too.

AB

our alliance partner Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand – the joint
congress host with CPA Australia. We’ll be launching new thinking, showcasing our

Leo Lee FCCA is retired, but

research, and ACCA chief executive Helen Brand will be an expert panellist for the

formerly held various roles at the

session ‘Digital futures: new ways of working’. Check the website for details of the

Securities and Futures Commission of

programme, at wcoa2018.sydney.

Hong Kong and is past president of
ACCA Hong Kong
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The view from
Samer Hijazi FCCA, partner, Grant Thornton, Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates, and Islamic finance pioneer

US$1bn

Although my father is an

optimal compliance with

FCCA, I never planned

the teachings of Islam with

to follow him into the

achieving a competitive

Technology investment worldwide

profession. I studied

return for shareholders.

planned by EY over next two

economics at the London

Investors are no longer

financial years.

School of Economics and

prepared to pay a premium

Source: EY

then joined EY’s audit

for an Islamic product yet

practice in the United

the need for a robust and

Arab Emirates, where I was required

transparent governance and compliance

Bangladesh addition

to obtain an international professional

framework remains critical.

Network Russell Bedford has entered

qualification. I chose ACCA because I

the Bangladesh market through the

wanted a programme that would leave

I enjoy the diversity of my teams

addition of Dhaka firm M M Rahman &

me well prepared for my career.

and the market. The UAE is home

Co, bringing with it four equity partners

to over 200 nationalities and to deal

and 100 staff. M M Rahman’s client

As head of Grant Thornton’s office

with people from so many different

base includes SMEs, banks and public

in Abu Dhabi, I am responsible for

backgrounds is educational.

sector bodies. Russell Bedford CEO

all service lines, clients and staff. Our

Stephen Hamlet said: ‘It is a pleasure to

clients include government ministries,

I consider the ACCA Qualification to

welcome M M Rahman & Co as our first

banks, insurance companies, sovereign

be more valuable than my degree in

full member in Bangladesh, enhancing

wealth funds and private businesses, and

terms of sheer practical knowledge. It is

Russell Bedford’s position in South Asia.’

we offer services across audit, Islamic

recognised as a high-quality qualification

M M Rahman partner Mohammed Forkan

finance, and tax and advisory.

that really does open doors.

Uddin added: ‘As a firm with ambitious

Islamic finance is a subset of the global

I have been pursuing additional

international network was a natural next

financial services industry and faces

professional qualifications. These

step for us.’

many similar challenges, especially

include the ACCA Certificate in

with respect to global regulation.

International Public Sector Accounting

RSM expands in Canada

One of the primary issues is balancing

Standards, which is very relevant as

RSM International has added three firms

many of the Abu Dhabi government

in Alberta, Canada, into its network

entities report in accordance with IPSAS.

through membership of RSM Canada. The

plans for growth, membership of an

three bases are in Calgary, Red Deer and

I’m particularly
proud of my role
in lobbying the
UK government
to issue a debut
sovereign sukuk
(Islamic bond
instrument)

I’ve achieved many things but I’m

Edmonton, bringing in 29 partners and

particularly proud of my role in

more than 200 staff. Jean Stephens, CEO

lobbying the UK government to issue

of RSM International, explained: ‘Canada

a debut sovereign sukuk (Islamic

is a strategically important market for our

bond instrument). To be there when

business and our presence in the country

then prime minister David Cameron

is one that we are looking to grow and

announced the sukuk was rewarding.

cement even further. The addition of three
new offices to RSM Canada will allow
us to further support our clients with a

My spare time is precious to me.
I enjoy watching the latest movies,
reading, swimming and travelling.

consistent and unified approach.’
AB
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The leaders pull away
International Accounting Bulletin’s 2018 survey of global accountancy networks and
associations has found that the market share of the biggest firms continues to grow
This raises questions, says the

Baker Tilly, and HLB climbing to 12th,

fee income gap between the 15th

International Accounting Bulletin

ahead of Kreston. Pan-China and MGI

biggest network (PKF) and the 16th

(IAB), over the sustainability of smaller

swapped places, the former climbing to

biggest (UHY) was US$758.9m,

groups. Will a few truly global networks

18th and MGI dropping to 20th.

compared with a US$527m gap the

and associations come to dominate the

year before. Among the associations,

market, and others focus on regions?

For financial years ending 2017, the

Changes of note in network rankings

for financial years ending 2017, a

include Nexia in ninth overtaking

gap of US$421m separated ninth-

Among the associations, Allinial
grew an impressive 42%, leaving
PrimeGlobal holding on to fourth place
by just US$1.2m. In third, GGI is only

placed Morison KSi from 10th-

US$157.1m above Allinial. Allinial’s

placed MSI Global, compared with a

success came partly at the expense of

US$121.2m gap between ninth and

IAPA, which lost 17 member firms to
Allinial after their failed merger and

10th the year before (Morison KSi and

The survey
results raise
questions about
the sustainability
of the smaller
global accountancy
networks

IAPA respectively).

dropped out of the top 10.

AB

The top 20 global accountancy networks by fee income

20

Deloitte

PwC

EY

KPMG

BDO

$38.80bn +5%

$37.68bn +5%

$31.40bn +6%

$26.40bn +4%

$8.13bn +7%

MGI Worldwide

Russell Bedford

Pan-China

SFAI

UHY International

$0.43bn -2%

$0.46bn +12%

$0.46bn +27%

$0.52bn +8%

$0.54bn +5%
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The top 10 global accountancy associations by fee income
Praxity
$5.20bn +10%

LEA Global/Leading
Edge Alliance
$3.23bn +5%

GGI

PrimeGlobal

Allinial Global

$2.67bn +7%

$2.51bn +18%

$2.50bn +42%

MSI Global Alliance

Morison KSi

AGN

DFK

BKR

$0.67bn +9%

$1.09bn n/a

$1.15bn -8%

$1.18bn -3%

$1.40bn +3%

Audit and assurance

RSM

Grant Thornton

$5.10bn +5%

$5.00bn +4%

Accounting services

Tax

Crowe Horwath Nexia International
$3.81bn +3%

Advisory

Other

Baker Tilly

$3.62bn +13%

$3.40bn +5%

PKF International

Mazars

Kreston International

HLB International

Moore Stephens

$1.30bn +25%

$1.68bn +11%

$2.26bn +7%

$2.37bn +14%

$2.91bn +6%
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Go global to grow
Some practices need to step outside the comfort zone of assurance, tax and
compliance, and start offering their clients assistance in operating internationally
Small and medium-sized accounting

An ACCA report, Growing globally:

practices are ideally placed to

how SMPs can unlock international

help their small and medium-sized

ambitions, defines the opportunities

enterprise clients engage with

for SMPs under three headings: market

international trade. But with only

research; strategy and planning; and

24% of SMEs saying they make use

business model optimisation. However,

of SMPs when looking to expand into

it warns that practices also face risks

other countries, practices will have to

in introducing new client services.

broaden the services they offer to get

If SMPs are to succeed in offering

into this particular market.

international services, they will have to

Internationalisation is about more

embrace those risks and adapt their

than exporting. It covers importing,

current business model of ‘just’ offering

business partnerships, supply chains

assurance, tax and compliance service

and foreign direct investment.

lines. This means specialising, adopting
a strategic mindset, expanding

Plugging the advice gap in Nigeria
SMPs need to do more in the Nigerian market to demonstrate the value of their

international networks and investing
in professional development.
The main benefit of internationalisation

professional advisory services to the wider business community. An ACCA Nigeria

to SMEs, according to the report, is

roundtable in April 2018 brought together SMPs, SMEs and business leaders to

access to new customers (cited by 45%

explore how and why Nigerian SMEs fail to access professional services. Lack of

of respondents), followed by greater

awareness of what services SMPs can offer, and cost, emerged as key factors.

profitability (35%), faster growth (33%)

SMP owner Lanre Gbadamosi warned that many small businesses fail to conduct

and access to new business networks

the necessary due diligence before attempting to break into new markets, leading

(30%). Overall, trading in international

to a higher risk of failure. Seyi Joseph, a finance manager, said Nigerian SMEs face

markets is seen as helping businesses

challenges over improving the efficiency and effectiveness of management decision-

increase efficiency and productivity,

making. When they try to scale up they often face difficulties – largely due to having

become more innovative, and generate

failed to access the necessary support to help them adapt their business models.

growth for the wider economy.

SMPs should help clients focus on the smart use of information, according to

But the main barrier to both SMEs

Boye Oyelami, managing partner, Bolsboy International, Nigeria. He says: ‘SMPs

and SMPs in their international plans

could do more to utilise data analytics in order to provide relevant advice to clients

is regulation (cited by 37% and 33%

on potential international opportunities. This would benefit not just business but

respectively). The next biggest hurdle for

would also deliver wider economic benefits for Nigeria.’

companies is competition (27%), while

In terms of internationalisation, it was argued that SMPs should showcase

for SMPs it is customs duties (25%).

their ability to provide strategic counsel, as well as facilitating new networking
opportunities to allow businesses to reach out to foreign markets.
Twaha Kaawaase, member of IFAC’s SMP Committee and partner, Sejjaaka,

On top of the tech
Many practices identify a key aspect

Kaawaase & Co, Uganda, says: ‘I see a gap in advice – when entering international

of their role as helping SMEs to

trade few businesses think about how SMPs can support them… or that they can

understand the importance of

actually provide relevant support. The onus is on SMPs to reach out to the business

e-commerce at an earlier stage of

community and communicate what services are available.’

the internationalisation process. As
technology simplifies processes and

22
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costs traditionally associated with

SMPs know they should be providing

internationalisation, SMEs have more

that support. A 2017 IFAC survey

Key sources of advice

opportunity to enter international

shows that 45% expect advisory and

Sources of international advice that SMEs

markets. SMPs should be pushing

consultancy to be the fastest-growing

are most likely to obtain

the advantages of this new business

global service area, compared with 35%

landscape to their clients.

the year before.

Antoni Gómez, international president
of accountancy firm Auren and a

Those practices that do work with

Accelerator or
incubator programme

SME clients on internationalisation
have mixed views of the experience. It

(the profession’s global organisation),

was described as a ‘high or very high

says: ‘Helping entrepreneurs adopt

challenge’ by 34%, but ‘not a challenge’

e-commerce and technology systems

by 24%. Views differ across the globe.

in order to develop their internal

In Asia, where crossborder trade is

Trade association

20%
23%

Accountant

23%

management structure is an essential

growing rapidly, just under half (48%)

part of what SMPs do. When clients

place themselves in the ‘high or very

Bank

get to the stage of upscaling their

high challenge’ category.

suppliers in a far more efficient way.’

and barriers that clients engaging

32%
33%
35%

Lawyer

Many practices have a good
understanding of the opportunities

26%

Industry event
Personal network

process transactions with customers and

16%

Management consultant

member of the SMP committee at IFAC

international activity, this will let them

6%

Financial adviser

39%

Government

Source: International trade survey, ACCA 2018

in international activities regularly

Competitive market

encounter. SMPs interested in this

If SMPs are to win more international

work should consider that businesses

This suggests that accountants provide

work, they are going to have to

are likely to need professional advice

informal support rather than specialist

compete against government agencies

relating to individual activities. Equally,

expertise. But there is also a strong

(used by 39% of SMEs), lawyers (35%)

SMEs of different sizes require different

reliance on business networks (39%),

and banks (33%). However, small

types (and levels) of support. Therefore,

followed by professional bodies (34%)

businesses working abroad do turn to

businesses will be more likely to

and member associations (24%).

accountants for advice on international

recognise the value of a practice’s

tax, compliance, foreign exchange and

international support if it caters for their

Shifting sands

accessing external finance.

specific needs and circumstances.

As more businesses seek to take

SMPs should also be aware of how

SMPs tend to draw on a wide range of

advantage of the opportunities

clients and prospective clients want to

resources when advising SMEs looking

presented by international trade, the

take advice. SMEs typically segment

to work internationally. The resource

type of professional advice demanded

their advice needs according to the

most frequently cited for generating

will change. While advising clients on

stage of the internationalisation journey

advice for clients is desk research (45%).

this area will remain unfeasible for some

they have reached.

SMPs, every practice should remain alert

One important role the report suggests
SMPs could play is in referring clients
across their external network. With their
understanding of and proximity to their
clients, SMPs have the expertise to refer
businesses to many sources of advice
(see panel, right). SMEs also need help
with creating a strategy with global
ambitions, using appropriate technology
such as cloud platforms, and developing
a finance function that can scale up – not
to mention identifying which areas they
need advice and support in.

to the changing realities of how SMEs

SMPs should
be pushing the
advantages of the
new tech-enabled
international
business
opportunities to
their clients

are operating globally.
SMPs that can take advantage of
internationalisation opportunities do not
have to change overnight. They can take
a strategic approach to meeting client
demands for new advisory services.
While the challenges of practice
diversification are significant, the
opportunities for growth for SMEs and
SMPs alike may be greater still.

AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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48%

The view from
Zakaria Arafat Nabi ACCA, accounts payable
administrator, Coda Group, Auckland, New Zealand

of millennials believe
businesses behave

I began my career with

It has helped me connect

ethically, down from

Mitsubishi Motors in

the dots and understand

65% in 2017.

Bangladesh, straight after

how overall business

Source: Deloitte

completing the ACCA final

processes function.

exams. I started out in the

I’ve observed how a

finance department looking

sound grasp of the

after the treasury functions.

accounting and financial

Female board quota

Soon I was working with
group internal audit. Devising audit plans

California’s legislature has passed

to carry out thorough investigations

legislation to require public companies

really got the adrenalin flowing.

based in the state to have women on

data allows businesses to
make the best possible decisions.
Before moving to New Zealand,
I tutored at ENEJ Chartered Academy

their boards. Under the law, all public

Two years ago, I moved from

in the Bangladesh capital, Dhaka.

companies must have one woman on

Bangladesh to New Zealand to take

Lecturing accounting students

the board by the end of next year;

a postgraduate diploma in business

taught me how to talk about numbers

boards with five members must contain

administration and work in the capital,

in terms that are easily understandable.

at least two women by the end of 2021

Auckland. Initially I joined facilities

Now this helps me express the logic

and larger boards at least three by the

management company PAE-NZ in the

behind the numbers to my stakeholders.

end of 2021. Any company that fails to

defence sector. Now I am with Coda

People say accounting is all about

comply risks a fine of up to US$300,000.

Group, one of the giants in logistics

numbers, but it’s actually about the

Opponents say the new law is a breach

in New Zealand, where I mainly

decisions you can derive from them.

of the US constitution’s equal protection

look after the payables and treasury

To make informed decisions you need

clause, so its application may lead to

function and keep a strong grip on

to be able to see beyond the numbers

legal challenge.

working capital requirements.

and decode them.

Steinhoff suspensions

Having experience of a range of

My ACCA Qualification has been a

Steinhoff International has suspended

organisations and sectors has been

great support to me in my career.

its ex-CFO Ben La Grange as it tries

beneficial to my performance.

Standing before an interview board with

to get to grips with the accounting

your ACCA Qualification conveys the

crisis that is threatening the group’s

level of dedication and commitment you

survival. The South African-based group
also suspended ex-director Stehan
Grobler, while an investigation by PwC
continues. Former CEO Markus Jooste
resigned earlier this year after Deloitte
refused to sign off the financial results.
The group’s brands include Hertz
hire car rental franchise and clothing
retailer Ackermans in South Africa,
Best&Less in Australia and Poundland
and Harveys in the UK.

Standing before
an interview board
with your ACCA
Qualification
conveys the level
of dedication and
commitment you
are capable of

are capable of, as passing the exams
demands a lot of hard work.
I enjoy the friendly environment at
Coda. With supportive colleagues, work
becomes enjoyable. And when I enjoy
my work, I deliver the most.
In my spare time I love reading,
travelling and music. I like to get to
know people – why they do what they
do, and what motivates them.
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The evolution of ethics
A major revision of the ethical framework for professional accountants reflects the
need to adapt codes of conduct to the changing business and social environment
Global Ethics Day will fall on

module to its qualification (in 2007);

countries, conducted by ACCA as part

17 October this year. It will be the

and its new Ethics and Professional

of its Ethics and trust in a digital age

fifth annual event organised by the

Skills module, introduced in October

report, 90% of respondents agreed that

Carnegie Council to encourage

2017, was designed to ensure that

ethical behaviour helps to build trust in

organisations to explore the role of

ethics remain at the very heart of

the digital age, while 95% of the senior

ethics in a globalised world, including

the qualification. The module’s focus

executives questioned agreed that an

ethics in business. Last year, 60

on leadership, negotiation, conflict

accountant’s ethical behaviour helps the

organisations and individuals from

management, commercial thinking and

organisation to build trust with internal

31 countries participated in a range

scepticism, integrated into realistic

and external stakeholders.

of events that included lectures,

business case studies, keeps the ethical

workshops and classes.

skills of members relevant as business

is a moving target. The ethical dilemmas

transforms in the digital age.

that an average accountant might have

As a profession, accountancy has
always been ahead of the curve both

Professional accountants around

However, ethical behaviour in business

faced 100 years ago are not, at first sight

in understanding the importance

the world have consistently viewed

at least, the same as those faced by the

of ethics and in embedding ethical

good ethical behaviour as essential.

typical accountant in business today.

behaviour into practice. ACCA was the

According to a survey of more than

In the world of instant communication

first accountancy body to add an ethics

10,000 accountants and students in 158

and big data, the ‘right thing to do’
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might not always be immediately
apparent – which is why more and more
organisations are putting in place an
ethical framework (see ‘Ethics in the
frame’, AB October 2017).
An ethical framework for accountants
is not an innovation. Professional
bodies worldwide base their own
ethical frameworks on the international
Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants, developed by the
International Ethics Standards Board
for Accountants (IESBA), which was set
up as a committee of the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC – the
profession’s global organisation) in 1977
and became an independent standardssetting board in its current form in 2005.
IESBA is also the body responsible for

CPD

ensuring that the ethical code followed
by professional accountants remains

approach used by all professional

accountancy organisations that adopt it,

relevant and robust over time.

accountants to identify, evaluate and

and regulators that enforce it. ‘What we

address threats to compliance with

heard from all stakeholders during this

Major revisions

the fundamental principles and, where

latest review was concerns about usability

IESBA continually and extensively

applicable, independence.’

and understandability. We needed to

consults and reviews each five-year

bring it up to date and into the daylight

strategy and work plan. Earlier this year

group includes representatives from a

so it could be more consistently applied

it completed a major restructuring and

wide range of interested organisations

and better enforced.’

revision of the code that will come into

including the European Commission,

effect in June 2019 (see box opposite).

the World Bank, the International

ethical advances over the past four years

IESBA stresses that the new code

Organisation of Securities Commissions

but continue to reflect the code’s five

does not change the fundamental

(IOSCO) and the Organisation

fundamental ethical principles: integrity,

principles of ethics, but adds: ‘Major

for Economic Co-operation and

objectivity, professional competence

revisions have been made to the

Development (OECD). The group has

and due care, confidentiality, and

unifying conceptual framework – the

been closely involved in the review of

professional behaviour. The principles

the code, feeding its views and advice

approach, says IESBA chairman Stavros

into the process. ‘Organisations have

Thomadakis, is essential to the code’s

always found the ethical framework

durability and international operability.

‘The principles
apply to human
minds and
behaviour; we
have to think
about how they
might be applied
to machines’

26

An IESBA consultative advisory

The changes bring together major

important, but what we are seeing now

‘Only principles-based standards

is an increased focus on the reporting

can be applicable in many situations

structure around ethics,’ says Kristian

and achieve stability over time,’ he

Koktvedgaard, chair of the group.

says. ‘The existence of pressure for

‘There is a growing recognition that one

change – which comes from changes

party alone is not responsible for ethics.’

in public expectation, the occurrence

Ken Siong, IESBA’s technical director,

of audit and accounting failures, and

adds that the changes to the code

technology – is a good reason to stay

reflect the input of a wide range of

with a principles-based code. We will

stakeholders, including practitioners

continue to consider those forces when

who use it on a daily basis, professional

we review the code, but we believe the
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debate is whether every technological

may be affected by the intervention

Siong adds: ‘It’s important that the

development and initiative has to result

of machines,’ Thomadakis says. ‘The

fundamental principles of ethics are the

in a change in the code, or whether the

principles apply to human minds and

driving force behind the code, especially

necessary principles are already in the

behaviour; we have to think about how

in a profession as comprehensive in its

code. We already have the answers to

they might be applied to machines.’

reach as the accountancy profession.

many ethical questions raised by the

Wherever the debate lands, the code

Accountants serve in many capacities

digital age – the underlying dilemma

of ethics is one of the strongest around.

and we can only capture that diversity

is the same, whether automation and

Thomadakis, for one, would like to see

through a conceptual approach with

technology is involved or not.’

its use replicated elsewhere: ‘During

five principles are a stable anchor.’

sound principles. The application of
those principles requires the exercise of

Thomadakis adds that IESBA will need

this review process, many people have
been making the point that the ethical

to remain focused and not get sucked

sound professional judgment.’

Digital influence

Stronger and clearer

IESBA has already begun consultations

IESBA’s revised and restructured code clarifies how accountants should deal with

for its next strategy and work plan,

issues of ethics and independence. It includes:

which will cover the period 2019–23,

*

and the question of ethics in the digital
age is expected to feature heavily in the
discussions, along with the application

*

changes to the safeguards concept in response to concerns from the regulatory
community that some safeguards were not specific or effective enough
clearer guidance on how accountants should think about addressing threats,
including a new requirement for accountants to stand back and think about

of the concept of professional

whether the actions they have taken resolve the issue or reduce the threats to

scepticism to accountants working

an acceptable level

an interesting and challenging debate
– particularly when the ethics of artificial
intelligence are added to the mix.
‘This is a revolution that changes
usage of data, work methods and
methods of delivery, and may
well change the components of
professional judgment, especially
when we think about artificial

*

stronger provisions for accountants in business and in practice alike on the

*

a new section dedicated to accountants in business addressing situations of

*

clearer guidance for accountants in practice explaining how provisions of the

*
*

stronger independence provisions covering long association with audit clients

CPD

outside of assurance. It promises to be

offering and acceptance of inducements, including gifts and hospitality
pressure they may encounter
code applicable to accountants in business also apply to them
new guidance that explains how compliance with the fundamental principles of
the code supports the exercise of professional scepticism in an audit or other
assurance engagement.

intelligence,’ says Thomadakis.

You can read the code, along with implementation resources and other supporting

‘Machines will be contributing to the

material, at ethicsboard.org/restructured-code.

formation of professional judgment, or
augment it. We just don’t know how far
into a wider debate about the ethics of

framework is something we would urge

Koktvedgaard believes that the ethics

robotics or artificial intelligence. ‘Clearly

other professions, especially in the

debate will change, and that small steps

things will change in the digital age, and

finance sector, to adopt so it becomes

in that direction have already been

the prospects of machines acquiring

pervasive in financial practice.’

taken. He warns, though, against any

experience, knowledge and applying

assumption that new methods of doing

judgment is something that gives

business will automatically result in an

anyone who is developing an ethics

entirely transformed ethical code. ‘At

code cause for concern,’ he says. ‘But

the moment it’s not easy to see what

from our perspective the difference will

the real change of the digital age is.

come primarily in how the principles of

People don’t always recognise what is

the code are applied.’

and how fast.’

real change and what is just automation
of existing processes,’ he says. ‘The

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
More information

But that in itself is not easy. ‘Every
one of the list of principles in the code

You can earn CPD units by taking
ACCA’s Ethics and Professional Skills
module at bit.ly/ACCA-EPSmodule,
and by answering questions on this
article at accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Solo is a no-no
Leadership, teamwork and buy-in from the top brass are vital for
successful financial forecasting, say Rob Bayliss and Mark Robson
Financial forecasts and the models that
are used to create them underpin many

*

Snag list. The spreadsheet should
be viewed as a piece of software.

of the decisions you make in business.

You should run diagnostic tests

In June’s edition (page 28), we covered

and look for unusual spreadsheet

some of the things to watch out for –

artefacts that require closer

the giveaway signs of flaky forecasting.

examination and explanation,

If you apply good modelling disciplines,

sharing the file with the group and

you end up trusting your models and

putting it into beta use. You should

gaining real value from using them.

then investigate further when the

Getting the spreadsheet right is

numbers don’t perform as expected.

important, but there are other factors to

Forecasting falls down when it’s just

consider when your business engages

one person who becomes responsible

in forecasting. Relying on the abilities

for all of the above at the same time.

of one person, however capable and

The thing that should worry you is the

confident, to pilot a situation on their

junior analyst modelling for you in a fury,

own and get every call right is rash.

rushing towards the imminent deadline,

People make mistakes. People need to

with smoke and sparks streaming from

collaborate. Forecasting, too, ought to

the keyboard.

be a collaborative exercise.
Forecasting can be broken down
into parts, allowing another brain and a

Forecasting should be viewed as a

different perspective to be applied to

collaborative effort to iron out the

each stage of the process, as follows:

wrinkles. But to be successful it also

*

Model design. Here you think about

needs to be accorded the right level

what information you want out of

of emphasis.

the model, what’s going to go in,

*

*

Portraying company strategy via

and all the bits in between. This is

financial projections is not something to

the architect’s plan (and, critically,

be thrown to the most recently qualified

the project should have a plan).

accountant in the company sitting in the

Building. Here the (typically Excel)

smallest, darkest office and co-opted to

bricks are layered into the forecast,

get on with it just because they seem

in exactly the same way and in the

handy with Excel.

same tidy lines as everyone looking

28

Support from the top

The process needs leadership and

Portraying company
strategy via
financial projections
is not something to
throw at a junior
accountant just
because they seem
handy with Excel

checks, and employs safeguards from
other situations where results matter.

at the project has seen the bricks

most likely starts with the senior team

laid many times before.

developing and positioning themselves

accountant’s job to paint a beautiful

Reviewing the build. This is the

to be able to articulate strategy. As in

(and robust) picture in numbers of how

equivalent of the building site

other areas of life, it is the voices and

that strategy will evolve.

foreman, inspector, architect and

controls from the top that establish

client all making periodic on-site

best-practice systems. Experience

Rob Bayliss and Mark Robson are part of

checks to see that the build has

combines with a strategy for risk

a team at Grant Thornton UK that pulls

progressed in line with the original

management that teases out alternative

together beautiful forecasts for clients

plan and within industry practices.

views, promotes debate, layers in

who have important decisions to make

From there on, it is the modeller’s or

AB
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Out of the blocks
Governments need to get to grips with shaping policy and regulation for blockchain
to allow enough space for innovation while minimising the risks of misuse

A

World Bank senior manager has urged governments

medical records, according to an OECD introductory paper

and policymakers to be more active in shaping the

for the conference. It could also be a game-changer for the

use of blockchain and recognise the technology’s

accounting profession as it offers new methods for invoicing,

potential to change the global economic landscape.
Arunma Oteh, vice president and treasurer of the World

agreeing contracts, documentation and processing payments.
However, the technology also poses significant threats

Bank, told the blockchain policy forum of the Organisation for

and challenges, such as facilitating financial crimes through

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in Paris

cryptocurrencies, according to OECD chief economist

in September that regulators had to ensure that blockchain’s

Laurence Boone, who emphasised the importance of training
to make sure people are not left

benefits outweigh the risks.

behind as blockchain evolves. ‘We

‘Leveraging new technologies

need policymakers to be ahead

is essential, we have no choice,’
she said, stressing that blockchain
can help people and organisations
previously excluded from global
trade. She called it an exciting
opportunity, with implications for
financial inclusion. ‘The potential for
getting everyone to participate in
the economy is very high,’ she said.
The World Bank itself has
embraced the technology. In
August, it gave Commonwealth

of the curve,’ she told the forum.

‘We need
policymakers to be
ahead of the curve.
Kids need to learn
coding, people need
training, and we also
need an upskilling
access revolution’

‘It’s about education, education,
education. Kids need to learn
coding, but people also need
training in jobs. Then we need a
revolution in the way we provide
access to upskilling.’
The role of governments in
addressing these challenges and
allowing blockchain to fulfil its
full potential is key, the OECD
introductory paper argues. It calls on

Bank of Australia the go-ahead to

governments to play a central part

issue the world’s first legally binding
blockchain bond – the Bondi (blockchain-operated new debt

in shaping policy and regulatory frameworks to give enough

instrument). The aim is to move bond sales away from manual

space for innovation and experimentation while preventing the

processes and towards faster and cheaper automation.

risks of misuse as the technology spreads.

AB

Blockchain technology has been touted as able to change
industries and markets by increasing the transparency and
traceability of goods, data and financial assets. By eliminating
middlemen, it promises to facilitate market access and
make transactions more efficient, and could transform
everything from global trade to identity management and

Emilie Boyer King, journalist in Paris
More information
Get to grips with blockchain by reading the OECD’s primer
on the technology at bit.ly/block-primer
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The unusual suspects
Would the real fraudster please stand up? Jennifer Wilson explores the psychology
of fraudsters and offers practical advice on how to keep them at bay

W

ho is most likely to commit fraud – the alpha

mean a person will commit fraud. Similarly, there is no guarantee

male who’s known as a risk-taker and is not afraid

that someone with no criminal record will not commit fraud.

to bend the rules, or the quiet person at the desk

Narcissists, meanwhile, are often portrayed as having a sense

in the corner? There’s a temptation to point to the former, and

of entitlement that predisposes them to steal. The entitlement

a surprising lack of sound research has certainly contributed

in clinical narcissism is a demand for recognition for being

to the development of a range of popular, but unfounded,

special. But although narcissists may boast about enjoying the

fraudster stereotypes. Debunking these stereotypes reveals a

finer things in life, they are no more likely to steal those finer

diverse offender. Differentiating between what we know, what

things than anyone else.

we think we know and what we don’t know about fraudsters

Finally, the charming, remorseless, psychopathic fraudster

is essential for improving the effectiveness and efficiency

who takes delight in the suffering of their vulnerable victims

of fraud risk assessment and prevention strategies.

is also an unsupported stereotype. Research has shown that
fraudsters are actually not likely to be

The biggest misconception about

psychopathic at all, but are in fact self-

fraudsters is that they are readily
identifiable – because they are evil
masterminds, psychopaths, entitled
narcissists, or have criminal records. A
closer look, however, reveals that this
is simply not the case.
In fact, my research suggests that
most fraudsters do not have criminal
records. This may mean that the
criminal justice system acts as a more
effective deterrent for fraudsters than
for other offenders, or that successful
fraudsters avoid prosecution. Either
way, having a criminal record does not

30

The biggest
misconception is
that fraudsters are
readily identifiable
because they are
all psychopaths,
entitled narcissists
or have criminal
records

sacrificing, quite ordinary, individuals.
Indeed, the fraudsters I interviewed
for my research described themselves
as desperate to protect their families
from hardship and humiliation in
the face of significant unexpected
financial challenges.
My study also revealed that
businesses’ internal controls were
often so weak that fraudsters
had no need to be charming to
avoid arousing suspicion. And
as for delighting in the suffering
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of victims, given that a successful fraud depends upon the
victim’s ignorance of their exploitation, there is actually no

Quick tips

suffering to observe.

*

Believing that you understand what motivates fraudsters

*

Beware of wasting money on interventions that are not

*

There is no evidence that screening for ‘psychopaths’ will

*

Never compromise on rigorous internal controls.

Common characteristics
My interviews with fraudsters revealed three important issues:

*

All fraudsters identified factors within themselves and their

*

Thoughts and feelings about their fraudulent actions

*

environments that led them to offend.
changed as offending progressed.

can be more risky than accepting you simply don’t know.
supported by scientific evidence.
reduce your risk of fraud.

Fraudsters took different routes to and through offending.
There are a number of steps businesses can take to minimise

Examining these three areas in more depth is illuminating.
Differing pathways: All fraudsters described how their
offending changed after they had achieved their initial goals.
Some stopped at this point, while others continued with the

the risk of fraud:

*

Developing, implementing and enforcing rigorous internal
controls is essential for reducing the likelihood of fraud

fraud to maintain their improved lifestyle. Offending often

occurring, and for keeping losses and disruption to a

escalated as lifestyle expectations were recalibrated.

minimum if it does occur. There is no excuse for auditors

Changes in thoughts and feelings: The fraudsters I spoke to
described having feelings of desperation prior to offending – a
sense that they lacked alternatives to fraud. Offending actually

who fail to conduct rigorous evaluation of internal controls.

*

Remember that fraudsters do not fit a single mould.
Catching one fraudster does not mean there is not another

restored a sense of control. But once they stopped, they

committing a different type of fraud in a different part of the

realised their behaviour indicated just how out of control they

organisation for a different reason.

had been because they did in fact have other options. They
expressed profound regret for the harm caused to their victims

*

and/or for the violation of their own values.

Recognise that fraud may be symptomatic of broader
management deficiencies. Some fraudsters described how
loyalty to their employers’ organisational goals turned to

Intrinsic and extrinsic risk factors: Fraudsters took full

disgust after they realised the extent to which managerial

responsibility for their behaviour, while at the same time

self-interest and incompetence undermined those goals.

identifying factors within themselves and their environment

Some fraudsters’ last inhibition against offending was:

that contributed to their offending. Extrinsic factors included

‘Why should I care about helping this place make money if

personal circumstances, the work environment (eg pressure

they don’t?’. Even if this is an excuse rather than a reason,

to falsify documents, dangerous or unfair work conditions),

addressing it is good for the bottom line.

and broader contextual factors like high unemployment.
Intrinsic factors included personality traits and elements of

*

Use psychometric testing to identify, develop and support
competent employees, as this may reduce the likelihood

mental illness. Some fraudsters chastised themselves for being

of recruiting and retaining ‘psychopathic’ staff who bully

arrogant during their offending, but also pointed to behaviours

to disguise their incompetence, fraud, or both. Although

suggesting that they were otherwise conscientious employees.

some personality traits may present greater risk in some
circumstances, none have been identified that reliably

Implications for prevention
Diversity in offending pathways, and in intrinsic and extrinsic
fraud risk factors, highlights the need for a framework that
provides a more nuanced understanding of fraud than that
offered by the dominant theory, the ‘fraud triangle’, which

differentiate fraudsters from non-fraudsters.

*

Reconsider performance management strategies that

*

Be prepared to replace senior staff who commit fraud or if

reward people who never leave work before the boss.
grievance procedures reveal leaders unsuited to their roles.

points to three components: pressure (motivation), opportunity

Not all employees commit fraud if treated unfairly, but few

and rationalisation. Fraud is not the result of a simple cause-

will keep going that extra mile indefinitely if those in more

and-effect relationship. For example, gambling is recognised as

senior roles are perceived as beyond reproach.

a risk factor for fraud, but even a pathological gambler may not

Finally, don’t be conned by Hannibal Lecter experts – and never,

consider fraud unless they lose access to a legitimate source of

ever meet them for fava beans!

AB

funds. Different combinations of factors may result in different
levels of risk in different circumstances.

Dr Jennifer Wilson FCCA, behavioural scientist
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Rise to the challenge
Accountancy and audit reform is a key priority for Laos, one of the world’s fastest
growing economies, as LCPAA president Phirany Phissamay explains

W

hen Phirany Phissamay, president of the Lao

2018 GDP growth of 6.8%, Laos has emerged as one of the

Chamber of Professional Accountants and

world’s fastest growing economies. Much of the growth centres

Auditors (LCPAA), started her career in the

on the use of the country’s natural resources of hydropower,

1990s, the former Soviet client state was getting to grips

minerals and forests and the development of the agriculture

with the new global market economy. Today, the computer

sector. Neighbours China, Vietnam and Thailand are the leading

scientist-turned-accountant is leading an ambitious initiative

sources of investment, followed by France and Japan.

to bring accounting and audit in the landlocked country into
line with global standards.
With a population of 6.8 million, Laos is among the world’s

32

Following the Vietnam War, the country found itself under
the patronage of the Soviet bloc. A planned economy
persisted through the 1980s until the reforms sweeping the

least developed countries. Located in mainland South-East

rest of the communist world caught up with Laos. While still

Asia, it ranks alongside Ghana and Vanuatu at 139 on the UN’s

ruled by a single-party communist state, the country – officially

2018 Human Development Index. In the World Bank’s 2018

known as Lao People’s Democratic Republic – has come a long

ease of doing business survey it comes in at 141 out of 190

way since the Cold War and today welcomes private enterprise

countries. But with the Asian Development Bank predicting

in line with a policy of liberalisation.
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From rules to principles
With the arrival of open markets, Laos found itself in need

Path to success

of financial reporting and auditing systems to suit the

Through her work at the Ministry of Finance and Lao

requirements of a capitalist economy. Some progress was

Chamber of Professional Accountants and Auditors

made, but in 2009 a World Bank/International Monetary

(LCPAA), Dr Phirany Phissamay has played a significant

Fund Report on Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC)

role in developing reforms to the rules and regulations

found that a significant strengthening exercise was required

governing financial reporting, accounting and the profession

if the country was to create a strong corporate financial

in the country.

reporting infrastructure.

Trained as a computer scientist at Moscow’s State University of

Shortcomings were also noted in the Lao Institute of

Management, Phissamay later studied business administration

Certified Public Accountants, the professional body that had

in Laos and Thailand, gaining an MBA, and completed a PhD at

been set up in 1998: as well as a shortage of capacity, there

the Université Paris II (Panthéon-Assas) in France.

was no effective system of auditor certification or licensing and
no oversight of practising auditors and accountants.
Following the report’s recommendations, strategic and

She joined the accounting department of the Ministry of
Finance in 1997, rising through technical roles to head the
department’s general division in 2006 before taking up her

action plans for accounting and audit reform were established

current position as deputy director-general in 2013. She

in 2013, with the objective of enhancing the legal framework

became president of LCPAA in mid-2014.

and strengthening human resources
and institutional capacity. In 2015,
the existing professional body

A continuing lack of technical

was replaced by LCPAA, which is

capacity in government has, however,

now working towards associate

hampered progress. The transition is

membership of the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC).
Phissamay, who in her day job
is deputy director-general of the
Ministry of Finance’s accounting
department, the body charged with
leading the reforms, is in no doubt
that the establishment of credible
accounting and audit standards will

still ongoing, overseen by Phissamay,

‘The international
system is new for
most accountants in
Laos; to train them
we need support
and funds’

who notes that one of the most
significant challenges has been how
to switch from an outdated, Sovietinspired, rules-based system of
accounting to a more internationally
aligned principles-based system.
‘People were used to the simplicity
of a rules-based system. A principles-

go a long way to maintaining and

based system requires more

increasing the flow of foreign direct
investment into the fledgling economy.
‘Accountants can help the economy by ensuring that

consideration and more work to
make a judgment, so it’s not easy for people,’ she says.
Phissamay first encountered this issue in 2015, when she

finances are properly organised and that proper accounting

assisted in the development of the country’s code of ethics to

and reporting standards are in place,’ she says. ‘Once we have

bring it into line with best practice and international standards.

these, investors will be able to have more confidence in the

‘The IFAC Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants

financial information and can therefore make the decision to

approaches ethics reform from a principle-based standpoint.

invest in Laos.’

Reconciling the two systems was difficult,’ she admits.

Phissamay trained in the former Soviet Union as a computer
scientist, with an emphasis on economic modelling. It was

Building capacity

early on in her studies, she says, that she became aware of

Phissamay’s work is also complicated by lack of capacity for

the critical role that accountants can play in socioeconomic

training accountants keen to enter the profession.

development. ‘I learned how to make financial models, which

‘The international system is new for most accountants in

I enjoyed, but I thought if the data is not reliable, it makes no

Laos; to train them we need support and funds,’ she says. The

sense to have a good financial model,’ she says. ‘You need

Big Four firms currently fulfil 98% of audit work in Laos, but

accurate data. If you don’t have reliable source data, then the

Phissamay says that ‘there is still a lot of work to do – more

output data makes no sense.’

work than the Big Four can handle’.
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Laos’s agriculture sector has helped boost the country’s
GDP, predicted to hit 6.8% in 2018.
An agreement signed earlier this year between ACCA and

‘We can develop and promote a particular law, but we

the Ministry of Industry and Commerce to assist the Ministry

cannot guarantee enforcement, so we start with the big

of Finance and LCPAA with capacity building and training is,

entities and encourage them to be audited,’ she says.

Phissamay says, ‘a useful step forward’. The World Bank-funded

Initiatives in respect of smaller entities will follow in due

project is focused on strengthening financial information and

course, she hopes.

building skills in a sustainable way, in line with international

Language is also an issue, as training courses need to be

standards. It has helped to ensure that students have access

translated into Laotian. ‘It’s not easy; sometimes we just don’t

to effective tuition and to build confidence in existing finance

have the technical terms in our language,’ Phissamay says.

professionals, which is central to LCPAA’s mission. ACCA and

Index, Laos is ranked 135th out

together to build on this important

of 180. Phissamay believes it can

work, which, as Phissamay highlights,
is key to ensuring continued
economic growth – and building on
the achievements made to date.
Phissamay acknowledges
that there is still a long way
to go, however, particularly
on enforcement. ‘Laotian law
is essentially up-to-date with
international norms, but much more
needs to be done to enforce proper
bookkeeping among state-owned
and private enterprises alike.

34

On Transparency International’s 2017 Corruption Perceptions

LCPAA are committed to working

‘Laotian law is
up-to-date with
international norms,
but more needs to
be done to enforce
proper bookkeeping
among stateowned and private
enterprises alike’

improve its position if the next
generation of accountants reject
graft and remain objective when
auditing enterprises.
‘It’s hard to make effective
decisions without reliable data and
to produce reliable data, accountants
need a high level of ethics and
objectivity,’ she says. ‘With proper
standards, accountants can help the
economy grow.’

AB

Bennett Murray, journalist
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Corporate conduct
A recent survey by the Institute of Business Ethics of employee attitudes to workplace
ethics in eight countries has assessed organisations’ ethical culture and risk

Honesty dominant

Ethics programmes make huge difference

IBE’s Ethics at Work survey covered France, Germany,

Responses were markedly different between employees of

Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and the UK.

organisations with a comprehensive ethics programme and

Ireland topped the honesty table, Germany came bottom.

those without.

78% of
all employees
surveyed said their
organisation acts
with honesty

86%
57%

83%
46%

73%
42%

69% in
Germany

88% in
Ireland

My organisation acts My line manager sets
responsibly
a good example

I would speak up
about misconduct

Organisations with an ethics programme
Organisations without an ethics programme

Other countries, other customs
Of fiddling, filching and duvet days

Levels of acceptability of the nine workplace practices listed

Are the following practices acceptable or unacceptable?

opposite vary according to country.

Making personal phone calls from work
Making personal use of the internet
during work hours
Posting personal mail from work
Taking pencils and pens from work
Favouring family or friends when
recruiting or awarding contracts
Usng company petrol for personal mileage

47%
51%
41%
57%
31%
67%
29%
70%
19%
78%
14%
84%

Minor fiddling of travel expenses

9%

Charging personal entertainment to expenses

9%

Pretending to be sick to take the day off

9%

Acceptable

89%

More accepting

German employees were
more likely than the European
average to find all nine
practices opposite acceptable

UK employees were more
likely to deem eight of the
practices acceptable

89%
90%

Unacceptable

French employees were more
likely to consider seven of the
practices acceptable

More information
To read the IBE’s Ethics at Work 2018 employee survey, go
to bit.ly/IBE-2018

Swiss employees more likely to
see four practices acceptable
(and two unacceptable).

Less accepting

More Portuguese employees
than the European average
found all nine workplace
practices opposite to be
unacceptable

More employees in Italy
than the European average
thought seven of the nine
workplace practices to be
unacceptable

More employees than the
European average in both
Ireland and Spain considered
six of the nine workplace
practices to be unacceptable
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Ethics will be the key differentiator in the future.
Is your business ready?
The digital age is now regularly presenting professional
accountants with dilemmas and decisions they have never
had to face before. This is testing the quality of their
training and putting an entirely new emphasis on their
ethical principles.
In the future, the digital landscape will continue to throw
up increasingly grey areas that will require impeccable
ethical judgment. How well the principles of ethics have
been taught and ingrained in professioal accountants is
set to become a significant differentiator between firms of
equal technical capability.
It seems likely that the risks of ethical compromise will go
way beyond issues of honest and straightforward professional

and business relationships (integrity). For instance, it is difficult
to apply ethical judgment to the use of distributed ledgers
without a sufficient understanding of what they are.
An ACCA study shows that the majority of professional
accountants see the area most at risk of compromise to be
professional competence and due care. But that’s a snapshot
of today. Tomorrow, the pressure on demonstrating strong
ethical principles will become even more important in the face
of new and evolving digital scenarios.
How ready is your business to deal with this? As part of a
new initiative, ACCA has looked at several major drivers of
change and is inviting employers to explore just how ready
their businesses are to cope with these.

Just how ready is your business?
As an employer, just how ready do you think your business is to
cope with the new demands that will be put upon your employees’
ethical judgment? Pick a number between 0 and 100%.
•

Have you already anticipated this and put robust ethics

•

criteria in place?
Have you established clear hiring criteria to ensure only
appropriately trained recruits are joining your team?

•

Or are you only now waking up to the fact that, in the future,
your team’s technical excellence will need to be matched by
their ethical excellence?

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

0% ready – where to begin

25% ready – made a good start

50% ready – halfway there

Unprepared
Feeling totally unprepared
for a more complex future?
Unsure of your current policies
and approach to ethics within
the finance function? Now is
a good time to start changing
that. To instil trust, professional
accountants will need to
demonstrate ethics more
overtly, learn new behaviours
and adopt new ways of working.
First step: read ACCA’s report
Ethics and Trust in a Digital
ge, which will help explain
where best to begin.

A good start
So, your business is starting to
understand that ethical financial
behaviour is much more than just
an intuitive sense of following
your conscience; it means
demonstrating professional
competency and applying ethical
behaviour in work situations.
Your business will need finance
professionals trained in ethics,
and strong ethical leadership
setting the tone at the top. ACCA
has identified six ways to promote
ethics within your organisation –
an easy framework to apply.

Halfway there
You know that technical
capabilities are only half of
the story, and that a wellrounded skillset needs to be
complemented by strong
ethical behaviours. Now it’s time
to put an emphasis on new and
emerging ethical considerations
in an evolving digital age.
ACCA can help you navigate
the ethical implications of new,
complex situations from a
global point of view.
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100% ready – so, what’s next?
What’s next?
Congratulations! Your
organisation firmly believes in the
value and importance of ethical
behaviour – not just as an essential
quality of the future finance
professional but also as a driver
for sustainable organisational
performance. So how about
you take a more prominent role
in championing this important
thinking, and help ACCA share
and promote best practice across
your industry, and indeed through
our global network?

75% ready – feeling confident
Confident
You are in a good place. Your
teams are effective in learning
new information quickly and
applying their ethical judgment,
often in situations they may
not have seen before. You are
confident they are meeting the
standards of ethical behaviour
expected. So now would be a
good time to establish a robust
evaluation process. ACCA can
help you develop ways to assess
objectively whether behaviour is
ethical and if knowledge levels
are adequate.

ThinkAheadIndex_DPS_v3.indd 3

Ready for what’s next?
In the future, how businesses operate will be very different. Digital and other
new technologies, the global economy, politics, legislation, cybersecurity, risk,
and climate change – all of these factors are forcing change upon business
processes, people and services.
The finance and accounting function sits at the very centre of these
transformative challenges, and how it adapts to them will be critical.
At ACCA, we have always looked ahead to anticipate change and
understand its impact on business, finance and the profession. We are
working in partnership with employers around the world to help support
them in preparing for that change.
As part of a new initiative, we have looked at 10 major drivers of change
and are inviting employers to explore just how ready their businesses are to
cope with them.
Find out more on the ACCA website and use our interactive tool to assess
your business’ readiness to challenges, such as:
Blockchain and its impact on audit
The great AI takeover
The new skills gap
The impending talent crisis
China’s Belt and Road initiative
The unchecked proliferation of risk
Coping with unmet training needs
Cross-border business and a global economy

Is your business ready?

Find out more
Find out how ready your business is by trying our new, interactive
readiness assessment tool at: accaglobal.com/ethics-readiness

11/09/2018 14:08

The theory of evolution
The complexities and transformations of today’s world are forcing organisations to
evolve their business models to keep up with change – and seize the advantage

organisations are responding by refashioning their

A

future: systems, convergence and characteristics, this complex

business models. The key trends include rising

world is leading to new approaches to developing business

incomes and living standards around the world (although in

models. The traditional, linear approach to business model

some societies many people do not benefit from economic

design is now out of date, and today’s new business models

growth). Another is better access to financial services

have to navigate complexity, build resilience and make the

globally, particularly through the development of digital

most of opportunities to create new forms of value.

s key trends reshape the global economy, so

As highlighted in the ACCA report Business models of the

financial services provided via mobile phones. Also influential
are shifting demographics, including ageing populations in

Models fit for the future

some countries, and the growth of megacities.

Jimmy Greer, head of sustainability research and policy at

Alongside these global shifts, continuing developments

ACCA, says: ‘New tools mean that business model innovation

in technology and the mass generation of data are creating

is easier to achieve than ever, and organisations are using

space for new business models that can enhance quality

multiple models in different ways for value creation. But

of life – and sometimes pose new ethical questions. This is

the challenges of today’s world demand a wider, more

also a world of institutional deficiencies, with international

systemic view.

governance bodies struggling to regulate business practices

‘Organisational design disruption does not occur in

and enable sustainable and inclusive growth, account for

a vacuum. It plays out across the complex landscape of

intangible capital and organise effective social support

economies and societies. While there have always been

systems. To add to this complex picture, an appreciation of

challenges throughout the course of modern economic

the world’s environmental limits has increased the urgency

development, as long waves of technology ebb and flow, social

attached to tackling climate change, the degradation of

institutions underperform and environmental limits are tested,

natural resources and increasingly polluted oceans.

today these challenges are now emerging in new spaces.’

All change in the land of the giants
Over the past 60 years, the world’s biggest businesses have been supplanted by others riding the powerful global waves of
technology convergence, different approaches to product and service design, and the emergence of entirely new sectors
The world’s largest 10 companies, decade by decade

1957
AT&T
Standard Oil NJ
General Motors
Du Pont
General Electric
IBM
Texas Co
Gulf Oil
Standard Oil NY
Union Carbide Co
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1967
IBM
AT&T
General Motors
Standard Oil NJ
Eastman Kodak
Texaco
Sears Roebuck
General Electric
Gulf Oil
Du Pont

1977
IBM
AT&T
Exxon
General Motors
General Electric
Sears Roebuck
Eastman Kodak
Texaco
Standard Oil Indiana
Procter & Gamble

1987
IBM
Exxon
General Electric
AT&T
Merck
Du Pont
Philip Morris
Ford Motor
General Motors
Amoco

1997
General Electric
Coca-Cola
Microsoft
Exxon
Merck
Intel
Philip Morris
Procter & Gamble
IBM
AT&T
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ACCA’s report identifies 12 characteristics of business
models fit for the future, as follows:

*

*

*

Potential-enhancing. The provision of tools for people and

*

Fair play. Ethics should be at the heart of everything.

and the potential to benefit by contributing to an
ecosystem and building on others’ knowledge and learning.

integrating many different components of business so that
Participatory. Customer expectations of participatory
consumption (rather than just transactional consumption)

places to realise potential can create outsized returns for all.
The need for sound business ethics is even more acute

are allowing organisations to rethink how they interact with

in a digital environment where any lack of professional

customers and other stakeholders.

competence and due care can cause ethical issues to
emerge in unexpected places.

Platform-ready. Online platforms provide an opportunity

*

to unlock value by building communities, empowering
individuals and benefiting from network effects.

*

Open. Openness allows more sharing and collaboration,

Multilayered. Companies are bringing together and
their cooperation can create value.

*

*

Convening. Assembling groups in a virtual or physical
space (or around an idea), and building a community that
people value, contributes to social and civic systems.

Multi-capitalist. Organisations understand that value
creation through a business model requires not only
financial capital, but also intellectual, natural and relational

*

Restorative. The ability to fix, renew and repair is not only
more efficient but can also unlock new sources of value.

forms of capital.

*
*

Purposeful. Engendering a sense of purpose (and

Think ‘like a system’

communicating this sincerely to employees, customers

Professional accountants can play a valuable role in business

and partners) builds resilience and long-term value.

model innovation, particularly in relation to value proposition,

Data-sensible. Recognising the importance of data, its

value creation and value capture. However, alongside their

sensitivity and its owners’ rights, is key. This includes

traditional strengths of financial acumen, technical knowledge

understanding the need for data portability (the ability to

and ethical judgment, they will need to develop new mindsets.

move, copy or transfer data easily from one database or IT

*

For example, professional accountants will need to think

environment to another).

‘like a system’ – taking a holistic view and understanding how

Boundary-testing. Organisations are realising they need

to operate in a network. They will also need to understand

to go beyond perceived natural boundaries to create

how to capture and assess new sources of value, including the

enduring value in areas previously thought beyond them.

development of new methods for measuring and evaluating
value. They will require creative capabilities to think differently
and solve problems, taking account of human and social

Exxon Mobil
General Electric
Microsoft
AT&T
Procter & Gamble
Berkshire Hathaway
Chevron
Johnson & Johnson
Walmart Stores
Bank of America

2017
Apple
Alphabet
Microsoft
Amazon
Berkshire Hathaway
Facebook
Johnson & Johnson
JPMorgan Chase
Exxon Mobil
Bank of America

factors as well as making the most of new technologies such as
artificial intelligence. Last but not least, they will need to adopt
Source: neuvc.com/labs/top500

2007

a long-term mindset so that they can help organisations to
build resilience and tap previously unseen opportunities.
‘The accountancy profession is well placed to support
the growth of business models of the future that help build
resilient, inclusive and prosperous societies,’ says Greer. ‘The
unique contribution that professional accountants can make
to how a business model proposes, creates and captures
value means that they can play a meaningful, strategic role in
building organisations that are ready for the future.’

AB

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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Rich pickings
With the world’s ultra-rich coming from an increasingly wide range of backgrounds
and locations, those who manage their fortunes can enjoy growing opportunities

W

ith all the media coverage of tech billionaires

retailing, media, oil and gas, gambling, real estate, footwear,

and the quest to find the next unicorn

brewing, pet food, sweets, banking and cars. Then there is

businesses, it would easy to assume that many

inherited wealth. If we look at Forbes again, we see that three

of the world’s wealthiest individuals are nerds from Silicon

members of the Walton (Walmart) family slot in at number 14,

Valley. Some may be, but in fact most are not.

15 and 16. They inherited their wealth from founders Sam and

Individuals who accumulated their wealth through tech-

James who died 1992 and 1995 respectively. Not far behind

based businesses do feature prominently in the upper

is Françoise Bettencourt Meyers, heir to the L’Oréal empire.

echelons of the 2018 Forbes World’s Billionaires list. Amazon’s

There are many more who were born rich and who face the

Jeff Bezos heads the ranking, with US$112bn, and Bill Gates

challenge of maintaining and enhancing their wealth.

of Microsoft comes in second with US$90bn. Facebook’s Mark
Zuckerberg, the world’s youngest super-rich individual, worth

Global growth

US$71bn at age 34, is the fifth wealthiest person, while Larry

Globally, the number of people holding significant wealth

Ellison, founder of the Oracle software business, is in 10th

is increasing. Wealth-X’s World Ultra Wealth Report 2018,

place with US$58.5bn.

which researches those with net worth of US$30m or more,

There are plenty of other tech billionaires sprinkled through

(UHNWIs), a 12.9% increase on the year before. Their total

Steve Ballmer of Microsoft, for example. But many of the

combined wealth amounted to US$31.5 trillion, an increase of

wealthiest are neither young nor techie. Take Warren Buffett

16.3% over the previous year.

– known as the ‘Sage of Omaha’ and ‘the World’s Most

So the wealthy are becoming more numerous. There is also

Successful Investor’ – in third place with US$84bn. In fourth

a marked geographical change under way. The tectonic plates

place comes the richest person in Europe, France’s LVMH

of global wealth have now shifted significantly towards the

chairman and CEO Bernard Arnault, with US$72bn, while in

East. Traditionally, North America – and the US in particular –

sixth place is Amancio Ortega (US$70bn), co-founder of Zara

has produced more HNWIs than any other region, but for the

and the world’s wealthiest retailer.

first time last year, UBS and PwC found that Asian billionaires

As you look down the list you see that many of the superrich actually made their wealth in traditional fields. They span

40

found that there were 255,810 ultra-high-net-worth individuals

Forbes list, too – Larry Page and Sergey Brin of Google and

outnumbered those in the US, although the US still retains
the greatest concentration of wealth. Meanwhile, Wealth-X’s
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report found that in 2017 Hong Kong

Wealth of opportunity

overtook New York to become the

As the number of HNWIs grows,

world’s top city for the ultra-rich, with

so, too, do the opportunities for

a 31% increase in UHNWIs.

wealth managers. And with many

Global property consultant Knight

of the wealthiest people age, how

Frank’s 2017 Wealth Report found

they pass on their wealth becomes

that while North America leads the

The tectonic plates
of global wealth
have now shifted
significantly towards
the East

field in the total number of UHNWIs,
over the 10 years from 2006 to 2016
their numbers have increased by 42%
in the Latin America and Caribbean
region, 48% in the Middle East, 13%
in Africa, 86% in Australasia and a
whopping 121% in Asia. Russia and

a pressing concern. In their research
New value creators gain momentum
– billionaires insights 2017, bankers
UBS and consultants PwC ‘estimate
that US$2.4 trillion of billionaire
wealth will be transferred in the
next two decades as billionaires
age, with a significant amount

the CIS come in at 36% while Europe

going to philanthropic causes’. This

posted a 17% increase.

is a very big number indeed and so could be the fees and

Knight Frank also noted that some countries have

commissions paid to advisers and wealth managers; nice work

experienced astonishing increases in their UHNWI

if you can get it.

populations. Vietnam experienced a 320% increase. In India

In Asia, the proliferation of HNWIs is already impacting on

and China, the world’s two most populous countries, the

the wealth management market, with competition so fierce

ultra-wealthy population has increased over a decade by 290%

that managers are enjoying the highest pay hikes rises in

and 281% respectively. By way of comparison, the UK, which is

over a decade – in some cases over 30% in Hong Kong and

home to more of Europe’s UHNWIs than any other country, has

Singapore, according to private bankers and recruiters.

shown an increase of a mere 28%.

So what next? Will wealth continue to be created globally
and where will it be concentrated? According to Wealth-X, the
global population with over US$30m is set to rise to 299,000

2018 Forbes billionaires ranking

people by 2021. They anticipate that the trend towards a
global spread of wealth will continue. What’s more, wealth is

Rank

Name

Net worth

Age

Source

Country

likely to become more mobile.

1.

Jeff Bezos

US$112bn

54

Amazon

US

live anywhere they choose and, thanks to ever-improving

2.

Bill Gates

US$90bn

62

Microsoft

US

3.

Warren
Buffett

88

Berkshire
Hathaway

US

4.

Bernard
Arnault

US$72bn

69

LVMH

France

5.

Mark
Zuckerberg

US$71bn

34

Facebook

US

be wherever the wealthy lay their heads at night. This poses

6.

Amancio
Ortega

US$70bn

82

Zara

Spain

those who advise the wealthy. Perhaps taxation, and wealth

7.

Carlos Slim
Helu

US$67.1bn

78

(telecoms)

Mexico

cloud to keep pace with the iterant rich?

8.

Charles
Koch

US$60bn

82

Koch
Industries

US

retaining and enhancing their wealth will remain significant,

8.

David Koch

US$60bn

78

Koch
Industries

US

10.

Larry
Ellison

US$58.5bn

74

(software)

US

The itinerant wealthy are already a phenomenon. They can

US$84bn

communications, will be able to run their businesses from
wherever they find themselves. So the obvious question is,
where will UNHWIs choose to live in future?
Some may choose tax havens like Monaco; others will prefer
the security of Switzerland or perhaps the UK. What seems
likely is that wealth will become fluid and stateless; home will
some interesting questions for tax collectors, and also for
advice and management, will need to take up residence in the
Meanwhile, for HNWIs themselves, the challenge of
and a continuous burden. So, with the global increase in
private wealth, opportunities for tax specialists and wealth
managers are likely to abound.

AB

Richard Willsher, journalist
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Transformers
Robotic process automation could be the driver for the strategic transformation of the
finance team, according to a joint report from ACCA, CA ANZ and KPMG

F

or the CFO, the implementation of robotic process

offers insights from global organisations on the adoption of

automation (RPA) goes way beyond the capture of

robotics, and identifies the implications and opportunities of

cost reduction benefits. RPA also promises improved

RPA implementation for the finance function.

controls, faster processing speed and better data quality –
and a major opportunity to transform the finance function.
A joint ACCA, CA ANZ and KPMG report, Embracing

Perhaps unsurprisingly, there is confusion in the marketplace
around the role and opportunities of robotics for the finance
sector. Deploying RPA is as much about change management

robotic automation during the evolution of finance, shares

and stakeholder engagement as it is about software

the results of a survey of over 2,500 ACCA and Chartered

implementation. Any change as significant as introducing RPA

Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ) members,

into finance will bring challenges. In business transformation,
the soft stuff – the people element – is the hard stuff.
The report says that CFOs need to engage with finance

Centre of excellence

function staff to involve them in the transition process and

Implementing RPA in pharmaceutical giant GSK’s financial

to work with the technology. With so many media reports

shared services in China was part of a wider transformation for

focusing on the threat from robotics, it is not surprising that

the function. Two primary goals were adding business value

some people are scared of losing their jobs to robots.

and improving the control environment.
Scaling its RPA deployment made GSK look at its

All businesses can benefit

governance model. RPA was a locally driven finance team

Working with robots remains mainly the preserve of big

initiative at the beginning, but as its governance implications

organisations – three-quarters of the large organisations

became understood more widely, GSK set up a central

surveyed have either trialled or implemented RPA in

technology team as an RPA centre of excellence.

the finance function, compared with only one-third of

Establishing the command-and-control hub has produced

smaller entities. But Nikki McAllen, financial management

many benefits including:

partner at KPMG Australia, says RPA can be as suitable

*

better coordination of software licensing and supplier

for smaller entities as larger ones, as it ‘can significantly

engagements

reduce processing costs, improve the productivity and

*
*

enterprise-wide visibility of work-scheduling of the robots

knowledge of employees and the quality of the data and

centralised maintenance and control of robot performance

data flows. So if it’s not cost-prohibitive, then I would be

including analytical reporting.

considering RPA as a potential solution regardless of the
size of the organisation.’

42
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The biggest barrier to RPA cited by CFOs is knowing where
to start. Geraldine Magarey, thought leadership and research

Lessons from the pioneers

leader at CA ANZ, says: ‘First, we find that finance teams are

*

still understanding the benefits that RPA may bring to their
businesses: there is not a lot of information about how RPA

have many competing priorities, including for resources, so for

responsibilities will ensure minimal resistance.

*

many it is not the highest priority at the present time.’

Reality check
Misunderstandings around the basic functionality and
applicability of RPA can result in finance leaders looking to IT
to dominate automation decisions. But those decisions should
be ‘business-led’ and should involve working collaboratively

employees through the journey – their understanding
of the benefits and the implications for their roles and

can work in a finance setting and which part of the finance
function would be suitable for RPA. Second, finance teams

Invest in change management capability and engage

Ensure that the understanding of the technology in the
finance team is with those who understand the business
processes so they can build a strong, wide RPA platform.

*

Start small. Learn in a safe environment where the risks can

*

Involve IT early, ensuring buy-in and support for security,

*

Model the governance arrangements well. Strong,

with technology teams.

be minimised.
programme management and robot coding capability.
centralised RPA governance structures ensure supplier
and licensing arrangements are efficient, bots are

While RPA may evoke images of sophisticated machinery

maintained and controlled, and a proliferation of RPA

assembling computers or cars, the reality is markedly different.
RPA is software that end-users can easily programme or
instruct to perform high-volume, repeatable, rules-based tasks

‘point solutions’ is avoided.

*

Understand processes and inherent complexities before

*

Know when to stop. RPA is rarely the solution to

*

Recognise when RPA is not the right solution. Replacing

in a world where multiple enterprise resource planning systems
and loosely integrated support systems are commonplace.
This ‘swivel chair’ automation product – so called because it
replicates the actions of a human accessing multiple systems
– cuts across the IT legacy landscape and helps connect it
all together. It offers a quick and accurate way to automate

introducing RPA software. Optimise, eliminate, simplify or
standardise because robots don’t fix bad processes.
automating 100% of an end-to-end solution.
legacy systems using more traditional IT protocols may be
the better option in the long term.

tasks and transfer data within
processes. McAllen says: ‘Where
RPA is deployed successfully, there is
often a snowball effect – the benefits
from the first implementation can be
immediate, and organisations see
multiple opportunities to automate,
eager for more.’
The RPA user-interface technology
means robot solutions use the same
application interfaces and log-in
identities as a human would. Ease
of implementation is optimised
because no underlying system

‘There is often a
snowball effect – the
benefits from the
first implementation
can be immediate,
and organisations
see multiple
opportunities for
more RPA’

changes are required.
As Jamie Lyon, portfolio head

The business case
CFOs thinking about deploying
robotics should be aware of the
benefits for all sizes of business. This
is not just about technology; rather,
it provides a significant opportunity
for the finance organisation to
retrain and redeploy finance staff on
added-value activities that require
professional judgment, decisionmaking and customer interactions.
Magarey says: ‘The use of new
technology, particularly robotics,
provides new opportunities for

at ACCA, points out, the automation agenda for the finance

finance teams of the future. It will free up the teams from

function is nothing new: it can be seen in different tools and

some of the more repetitive tasks and allow them to focus

technologies designed to improve processes, reduce costs

more on the higher-level functions.’ RPA provides the

and lower the number of manual workarounds. Key among

opportunity for the finance function to move decisively

these are the advent of enterprise resource planning systems

towards value-adding activity.

AB

in the 1990s, the rise of spreadsheets and macros, and even
screen-scraping technology.

Peter Williams, journalist and accountant
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No bragging matter
You think you’re sharing a success story, but your colleagues may be thinking
something very different. Rob Yeung talks about the skill of self-presentation
When you are called for a job interview,
you clearly need to talk about your
achievements and personal qualities to

Self-presentation
Dr Rob Yeung on self-presentation in
the workplace at bit.ly/ACCA-playlist

win over the interviewers and secure
the position. But beware: the same

The study suggests that talking about

self-presentational tactics that can

successes and achievements may have

land you the job may easily end up

unintended consequences. The people

backfiring in other workplace scenarios.

around you may not only fail to share

Imagine for a moment that you have
successfully completed a challenging

your joy, they may even feel annoyed by
or envious of you.

CPD

assignment or won an award at work.
You are feeling happy – even exuberant.

Insincerity’s deserts

If you should now share the story of your

Another common self-presentational

success with a colleague, to what extent

error is the humblebrag, which

do you think the recipients of your story

behavioural scientist Ovul Sezer and her

would feel happy for you too?

colleagues define as bragging masked

A study led by Irene Scopelliti at Cass
Business School in London found that

tired of getting so many calls from

which the recipients of a success story

headhunters.’ The ‘I’m tired of’ part of

will feel proud of and happy for them.

the sentence implies a complaint, but

Scopelliti’s team found that people

‘getting so many calls from headhunters’

telling positive stories imagined that

sounds like an attempt to convey

the recipients would tend to experience

the idea of an individual so clever or

positive emotions 38% of the time; in

talented they are highly sought after.

emotions just 14% of the time.
People sharing success stories also

Likewise, I have heard comments such
as ‘I don’t understand why I’m always
the one who has to sort everything out’,

underestimate the extent to which their

and ‘my boss keeps giving me bigger

recipients will experience negative

and bigger projects, which is just weird’.

emotions such as annoyance or envy.

44

I once heard an executive say: ‘I’m

most people overestimate the extent to

fact, recipients reported feeling positive

People who
humblebrag tend
to be judged
more harshly by
observers than
those engaged in
outright bragging

by complaint or humility.

In fact, Sezer and her research

The Cass team found that people telling

collaborators found that people

positive stories imagined that recipients

who humblebrag tend to be judged

might experience negative emotions

more harshly by observers than

28% of the time; in reality, recipients

those engaged in outright bragging.

of such stories often viewed what

Observers said they consider

they were being told as bragging and

humblebraggers both less likeable

responded negatively 72% of the time.

and less competent than the more

In other words, nearly three-quarters of

straightforward braggers.

audiences who listen to or read positive

Other research has found that

stories experience some negative

humblebraggers tend to get judged

emotions as a result.

so severely because they are perceived
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as insincere. Sincerity is such an

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

important element in interpersonal

Q

interaction that both braggers and
complainers are viewed as more
sincere – and therefore more

own business. Quite a few

people I know who have done so are

likeable – than humblebraggers.

now working less and earning more.

However, one of the worst self-

How can I maximise my chances

presentational strategies of all in

of success given that I would describe myself as

the workplace is hypocrisy, which

somewhat reserved and introverted?

A

Utrecht University researcher

First of all, there is no clear link between personality

Janina Steinmetz and colleagues
define as an attempt to convey

I am considering starting my

measures such as extraversion-introversion and

business success. For example, one study found that sales people

a positive image while failing to act

who are highly extraverted are less financially successful than people who are less

in a way that lives up to that image.

extraverted – perhaps because people with middling levels of the trait are better at

I have come across more than a few

varying their behaviour to meet the needs of different clients.

executives who encourage workers to

I have personally come across successful business owners with wildly varying

behave with empathy and consideration

personality traits. The important thing is to understand your preferences and

for customers yet are themselves

weaknesses and then to delegate or put processes in place to mitigate them. For

aggressive and harshly critical.

example, if you do not enjoy face-to-face business development, it could be worth

A significant proportion of leaders

either finding a business partner who does enjoy the direct interpersonal element
or investing more in social media. The point is that there is not a single template

realising it – which can greatly damage

for how all successful business owners work. To a large extent, you can shape your

their likeability and ability to lead.

business in a way that allows you to play to your strengths.

Hypocrites who counsel behaving in

Although you mention that people you know are working less but earning more,

one way but themselves behave in

it is worth considering that these may be perceptions on your part rather than

another tend to be judged more harshly

objective truth. People can exaggerate their achievements and downplay their

in the long run than those who may

struggles in an attempt to gain status – ie look good to other people.

behave in the same manner but do not
speak out against such behaviour.
If you want to discover whether
you are applying self-presentational

Finally, it may be possible that they are currently earning more. But remember that
business owners also have less security, so your ultimate earnings as an entrepreneur
may be much more volatile than if you remain a salaried employee.

strategies ineffectively in managing your

Tips for the top

public image to boost your professional

A mentor is a senior, experienced individual who gives career advice and guidance

prospects, ask your colleagues and

to someone who is less experienced – the mentee. Clearly, mentees benefit from the

customers for candid feedback on how

insight and assistance of mentors. However, research suggests that mentors benefit

you really come across.

too. A study led by the University of South Florida’s Tammy Allen found that mentors

AB

CPD

engage in hypocrisy – often without

tend to earn more and are promoted more frequently than peers who do not mentor
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

others. It may be that mentors benefit because they gain visibility

psychologist at leadership consulting

in the organisation through their mentoring and are viewed

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk

more positively by colleagues.

More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

Carly Shaw FCCA, a senior client manager at UK
accountancy firm Wilkins Kennedy, adds that mentees
may become useful to mentors too. She explains:
‘You don’t need to go looking for a mentor. Turn up
to work every day eager to learn and you will attract a
mentor. Partners, directors and leaders are constantly
looking for the next big thing. They want to help you
succeed because along the way you can help them.’
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AI at the heart
Companies that are finessing the technology-enabled business model are
already looking further down the track at the prospect of an AI-enabled model

I

n recent years, companies with the means and the

to survive, and the notion that hugely successful companies

ambition have recognised the need to embrace the right

of the future may appear out of nowhere having created their

technology to maintain competitive advantage. In effect,

own marketplace. Ultimately, the deployment of AI is likely to

the technology-enabled business model is a concept that

feature at the heart of these scenarios.

most finance leaders would now recognise as one of the core
elements of a well-developed corporate strategy.
But in the relentless pursuit of value creation, while at the

AI as catalyst
The best place to go looking for examples of how AI will play

same time addressing the challenge of disruption, CFOs

a greater role is where tech companies and technologies have

and their peers are increasingly looking to insert powerful

collided with traditional businesses that up until now have

technology – specifically artificial

relied on human endeavour or craft.

intelligence (AI) – even deeper into
their business models.
The McKinsey Global Institute
(MGI) predicts that about 70% of
companies will implement some
form of AI by the end of the next
decade, saying that early adopters
of the technology could double their
cashflow, with laggards suffering a
20% decline. MGI believes AI could
add US$13 trillion to the world
economy by 2030.
More and more companies are

Take the cut-throat world of

Companies are
exploiting the ability
to harvest data
through AI in order
to maintain the
advantage, and it is
their CFOs who are
taking the lead in
this innovation

contemplating the idea that AI can

sell them to employers was for many
years the core competence that
underpinned the growth of global
operations. That is now being turned
on its head.
Now those same companies are
exploiting the ability to harvest data
through AI and machine learning
to maintain competitive advantage,
and it is their CFOs, as stewards of
this innovation.

Hays, one of the biggest recruiters in the world, has been

business model – the ultimate expression of an organisation’s

working with LinkedIn since 2012, whereby Hays consultants

strategic mission. The idea is not so outlandish when you

are contacted every time a candidate tweaks their LinkedIn

consider that boards are already making strategic decisions on

profile. Hays CFO Paul Venables says: ‘This means that if

how to best manage their assets in a world where just about

somebody is on LinkedIn, either they are on our database

every sector is being disrupted, usually by forces that are in

or that individual is linked in with one of our consultants. In

some way underpinned by AI. But directors may baulk at the

building that relationship, we receive information that will

idea of decisions about the future shape and direction of a

let us know a few days earlier than our competitors that this

company being outsourced to robots. Fortunately, that is a

person is really serious about finding a job. It allows us to

long way off.

outperform the competition.’

What is true is the recognition that the value drivers in

To maintain relationships with tech giants, Hays runs a team

many businesses are more likely to continue to deliver if they

in Silicon Valley, constantly interacting with them. ‘It is partly

are underpinned by AI. The business lines of the future that

to make sure we are driving forward that part of the business,’

will perform well are also likely to have been created in an

adds Venables.

innovative lab environment highly focused on AI technology

46

consultants to source candidates and

their data, who are taking the lead in

not only improve processes and
decision-making in specific areas, but also help redefine the

recruitment, where the skill of

For rival PageGroup, an alternative approach to candidate-

You can add to this the idea that our strongly performing

matching has been developed in the recruiter’s innovations

companies may need to transform into totally different animals

group, which CFO Kelvin Stagg describes as ‘AI with a human
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touch’. To develop the AI-lead model, a test group was initially

business models with a big AI element at their core, knowing

interviewed through an automated Skype call following an

that a failure to do so would mean surrendering the market

introductory video. ‘The analytics were able to tell us how many

dominance they have built up over many years.

different words they used, the range of vocabulary and the

As AI becomes increasingly important in value creation,

cadence of their voice. It told us if they held eye contact or they

it may well be that the business model of the future is

looked up and down, and how many times they stuttered. With

developed around the technology rather than the other

this information you can automatically filter the best candidates

way round.

depending on the role you are trying to fill,’ says Stagg.
‘You can get rid of the ones you do not want, leave the three

Flexible business models

you want, and that is the shortlist you send off to your client.

Rob McInerney, founder and CEO of UK startup Intelligent

Only 15% replied, but when we did the exercise with a real

Layer, is focused on developing the future business model

person contacting them, 99.9% of people replied. It’s different

using AI to create and market products and services in a way

because you’re happy to talk to a real person – even if the

that is superior to legacy systems. Crucially, it means the

analytics are working in the background. We tested it in the

business model can change as fast as the machine at its heart,

UK, Belgium, Mexico and China, and the percentages were

says McInerney. ‘The technology we are developing will allow

almost identical,’ he says.

companies to experiment in real time with their customers,
products and services, promoting innovation and helping

Building relationships

to find previously undiscovered trends and preferences at a

The AI-led approach is cutting out the sourcing element

highly granular level,’ he adds.

of consultants’ work, allowing them to work harder on
developing relationships with employers.
As such, both recruiters
are redefining their

McInerney’s initial product – IntelligentX, the world’s first
beer brewed with the help of AI – offers a challenge
to a very traditional industry by
incorporating continually
updated information from
consumers and other sources.
His work offers the template
for future businesses working
to a business model that, he
says, is so adaptive it can
change by the hour. When
it comes to future business
models, it may be a
taste of things
to come.

AB

Lawrie Holmes,
journalist
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A clearer value
creation story
The standard-setter is considering updating its
management commentary good practice to give better
insight into companies’ strategies. Adam Deller reports
One of the most recent additions

developments within the industry,

to the workplan of the International

particularly that of integrated and

Accounting Standards Board

sustainability reporting.
The IASB remains geared towards

(IASB) is a project to look at

the primary users of the financial

management commentary.
Currently the standard-setter has a

statements. It recognises that the term
‘management commentary’ is ﬂuid,

commentary, which has been in place

and many countries refer to items such

since 2010. The statement is not

as sustainability and diversity under

an international financial reporting

different headings. The commentary the

standard but a broad, non-binding

IASB focuses on is the narrative report,
which provides information relevant to
broader financial value that is useful to

CPD

practice statement on the management

primary users of financial statements.
In a nutshell, the IASB recognises that
the management commentary should

The IASB believes
the commentary
is the appropriate
place to explain
how the business
generates value

complement the financial statements by
providing other financial information.
This information should provide insight
into the company’s strategy for creating
shareholder value over time, its progress
in implementing it, and the potential
impact on future performance not yet
captured by the financial statements.
The 2010 management commentary
practice statement contains four areas

framework for the presentation of

(business model, financial analysis,

management commentary that relates

non-financial information and forward-

to financial statements that have been

looking statements). At its recent IFRS

prepared according to IFRS Standards.

conference, the IASB announced that

With the corporate landscape

each would be reviewed in this update.

changing dramatically since 2010,
the IASB has decided to look at how

Business model

its statement may need updating.

The IASB believes that the management

Rather than break new ground,

commentary should include qualitative

it has attempted to pull good

and quantitative information on the

practice together from other similar

operational position of the business as
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well as the factors that may affect its

both IFRS and non-IFRS figures, with

order book and headcount changes,

future development.

a wide variety of key performance

whereas longer-term items would

measures identified by industry. The use

look at things such as customer wins/

therefore cover the senior leadership’s

of alternative performance measures

retention, store upgrade processes,

strategy for how the business is going

(APMs) has been widespread for some

research and development, and the

to take itself forward, in conjunction

time, and the IASB does not propose to

retention of key staff.

with how the company assesses the risks

require entities to disclose any specific

that are most relevant to the creation

alternative performance measures.

conference, the panel acknowledged

of shareholder value. The IASB believes

Rather than focusing on the use of

that operational performance

that the management commentary is

APMs, existing IASB projects such as

information may take a variety of forms.

the appropriate place to explain how

one on primary financial statements are

Conference attendees generally felt that

the business generates value and what

aiming to bring further disaggregation

some prescription would be useful on

factors are expected to materially affect

of information, particularly in the

how market share would be reported,

this value creation in the short and

statement of financial performance.

as currently entities define this through

The management commentary should

longer term.
The examples given by the IASB
could be to identify where the majority

This further disaggregation should

a variety of measures. Attendees also

lead to an enhanced level of detail

suggested that guidance would be

within the financial statements

useful on how sensitivities (such as the

of the business’s sales come from –

notional impact of dollar changes in

either in terms of sales, locations or

metal pricing) were shown.

customer type – and how management

In these areas, the IASB could

expects to build on this in the future.

provide useful assistance. While the

It is at this point that the difficulty

CPD

During a discussion at the recent IFRS

The IASB has
no intention of
asking entities
to produce more
forward-looking
statements

begins. All investors want specific
disclosures about management’s
strategy so they can make informed
decisions. At the same time they
recognise the value in not giving away
key future strategic plans and placing
them in publicly available documents.

revised practice statement is unlikely
to generate information on prescribed
ratio calculations, it would be useful
if it offered a recommendation as to
the basis on how items such as market
share should be calculated. While
users of corporate reports want specific
information, they also want comparable

While the IASB has noble aims in value

information and the IASB could render

creation disclosure, it is difficult to see

helpful assistance by providing detail for

how a balance can be struck. As a result,

recommended practice here.

any big shift away from boilerplate

themselves, which in turn may lead to

disclosures or unspecified grand plans

an increased level of analysis within the

Forward-looking statements

may be unlikely.

management commentary.

The IASB made it very clear during

Financial analysis

Non-financial information

of asking entities to produce more

While the goal of greater disclosure of

This section of the management

forward-looking statements, accepting

strategic plans seems unlikely to come

commentary would cover the resources

that any such request was often met

to much, the area of financial analysis

and relationships key to creating value

with nervousness from crowds. Instead,

may be the one where the IASB can

in the business. In an ideal world, the

it wants this area to focus more on

effect most change.

IASB believes it would show historical

explaining management’s statements on

operating information relevant to

future prospects, including the factors

the management commentary should

an understanding of future financial

expected to drive those prospects.

include an explanation of current-year

performance and position in the short,

financial performance and position.

medium and long term.

the conference that it has no intention

Current-year financial analysis within

Even the briefest of examinations

50

Examples of useful short-term

Examples of this could be explaining
short-term forecasts such as sales
growth percentage, or longer-term

of financial statements across major

information in this section would be

statements such as targets for market

entities shows that this often includes

likely to include items such as the sales

share or reductions in carbon emissions.
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New contents

commentary should show a common

While the IASB is looking to retain

thread of the most important issues

the same framework of the four areas,

throughout the report. The IASB is keen

there are some enhancements that it

to emphasise in its guidance that the

would like to see applied across the

provision of relevant information to the

content elements:

users of the commentary is absolutely

*

long-term value creation, and the

key, rather than a minimum set of

resources and relationships that

disclosures for management.

support this

*
*

Finally, materiality is key in

a focus on business model, and

determining management commentary

the linkage of content across the

content. It is already a focus, looking

management commentary

at the IASB’s disclosure project. There

materiality.

is an updated definition ‘material,’

Long-term value creation has already

and guidance on making materiality

been discussed within the non-financial

judgments. As these projects reach

information section, but the IASB

their conclusion, they will feed into

would like a greater discussion from

the discussion on the effects on the

management identifying the short-term,

management commentary.

medium-term and long-term value the
business aims to create.
This led to a discussion at the

Next steps
The IASB accepts this is a tricky area
to step into, with countries operating

relationships, which is a key topic in the

their own regulations regarding this

modern reporting world. IASB chairman

type of reporting. It recognises it is not

Hans Hoogervorst acknowledged that

something that is going to be handed

maybe the IASB should in future look

down to preparers for them to apply

again at IAS 38, Intangible Assets, in the

in their financial statements. Instead,

modern context, as the standard was

the IASB’s stated aim is to put together

written in 1998. He also acknowledged

good practice and meet with standard-

that more intangibles are recognised

setters of varying countries, effecting

under IFRS than under US GAAP right

change in that way.

now, but pointed out that these are

CPD

conference of intangible resources and

It has asked national standard-

almost always held at historical cost, the

setters around the world to provide

relevance of which can be questioned

information about the management

given the developments in the business

commentary guidance applying to

landscape in recent years.

listed companies in their jurisdictions.

The IASB has made it clear that the

The information gathered will help

management commentary statement

develop the agenda papers for the

is not an attempt to fix a monetary

management commentary consultative

value on these intangibles. Instead, it

group, which will aim to ballot an

is likely to ask management to identify

exposure draft in 2019.

AB

which intangible resources are the
most important, and what the progress

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

towards managing them has been.

specialist and lecturer

In terms of the business model focus,
this could deal with the disclosures
being defined by what is important to
the business, rather than boilerplate
checklists. A good management

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Technical update
A monthly update of the latest developments in financial reporting, taxation and
legislation from international regulators, the OECD, EU and elsewhere
International
IPSAS reporting updated
The International Public Sector
Accounting Standards Board (IPSASB)
has released a new standard on
reporting financial instruments – IPSAS
41 – to improve the relevance of
financial assets and liabilities data.
It replaces the financial instruments
reporting rules in IPSAS 29, introducing
a single principles-based classification
and measurement model for financial
assets which takes into consideration
an asset’s objective and cashflows.
IPSAS 41, Financial Instruments, also
applies a forward-looking expected

Ghana to tax highest earners and big engines

credit loss model applicable to all

Ghana has introduced a higher-rate income tax band of 35% for annual earnings

financial instruments subject to

above 120,000 Ghanaian cedi (US$25,335). There is no income tax on annual income

impairment testing, and an improved

up to GHS3,132, a 5% rate on the next GHS840, 10% on the next GHS1,200, 17.5%

hedge accounting model that broadens

on the next GHS33,720, and 25% on the next GHS81,108. Ghana’s 2018 Income Tax

the hedging arrangements that fall

(Amendment) Act has also introduced a luxury levy on vehicles with engine capacities

within the scope of the guidance.

of 3.0 litres and above. The three-band levy excludes tractors, goods vehicles and
commercial vehicles that can hold more than 10 people.

Goodwill reversion
The International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) is considering

which should improve awareness of the

reintroducing rules allowing the

shortcomings of the impairment-only

amortisation of goodwill under potential

approach even if the conclusion is that

revisions to IFRS Standards. Problems

there is no better alternative to it.

identified with the impairment-only

changes in equity and statement of

*

comprehensive income and income

*
*
*

inventories

income and retained earnings
statements

approach to goodwill include the

Help with SME compliance

cost and subjectivity of the annual

The IFRS Foundation has released 10

impairment test, and the tendency for

training modules to help accountants

projected future cashflows from cash-

and their smaller business clients

Corporation tax shrinks

generating units to be on the rosy side,

comply with the IFRS for SMEs standard.

Detailed data on countries with

resulting in impairment losses tending

The modules cover:

developed economies lowering taxes

to be identified too late. Although

*
*
*
*
*

small and medium-sized entities

on businesses and individuals has

financial statement presentation

been released by the Organisation

basic financial instruments

for Economic Cooperation and

other financial instrument issues

Development (OECD). Its Tax Policy

cashflows

Reforms report for 2018 details tax

sophisticated investors should see
through inflated goodwill numbers,
others may not. An IASB discussion
paper on the issue is being prepared,
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*

property, plant and equipment
events after reporting periods.
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reforms across the 35 OECD member

National

countries, plus Argentina, Indonesia

organisations preparing general
purpose financial statements, for annual

and South Africa. Highlighting tax cut

Cloud clarity

periods from 1 January 2019. The

packages in Argentina, France, Latvia

The US Financial Accounting Standards

AASB has also simplified the financial

and the US, it reports that average

Board (FASB) has updated US

reporting of leases.

corporation tax rates in OECD countries

accounting standards by reducing the

have dropped from 32.5% in 2000 to

complexity of accounting for fees paid

Paperless taxman

23.9% in 2018.

for cloud computing service (ie hosting)

The South African Revenue Service

arrangements. The change aligns

(SARS) is to remove physical drop

Anti-fraud action

requirements for the capitalisation of

boxes for submitting hard-copy

A proposed European Union directive

implementation costs incurred in a

income tax returns and other paper

to enhance the controls on non-cash

hosting arrangement that is a service

documents (including forms to register

payment fraud would boost the EU

contract with those for developing or

as a company taxpayer, a VAT vendor

cross-border exchange of financial

obtaining internal-use software. The

and an employer) to boost electronic

information highlighting such crimes,

new rules will be introduced between

filing. In July, SARS also stopped

which include credit card theft,

2020 and 2022.

supplying printed forms at its branches.
Meanwhile SARS has increased the

skimming and phishing. The European
parliament’s civil liberties committee

Disclosure reduction

maximum permitted size of electronic

has backed the reform, which targets

The Australian Accounting Standards

files submitted from 2MB to 5MB,

abuse of credit cards, electronic wallets,

Board (AASB) has issued reforms

and is offering practical assistance to

mobile payments and virtual currencies.

to Australian accounting standards

new e-filers.

The directive would impose minimum

establishing reduced disclosure

jail terms of three to five years.

requirements for non-profit
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What’s it take?
Funding is key to audit regulators’ effectiveness. But how
much do they need, and who should be chipping in?
How much funding do audit regulators

in the table, very few are ‘pure’ audit

need? And who should fund them?

regulators. Most bodies have other

The questions are highly topical, if not

responsibilities, including setting

always easy to answer.

accounting standards and corporate

In the UK the government-initiated

businesses and regulating many other

Reporting Council (FRC), led by John

players in the financial markets. The

Kingman, is examining the regulator’s

funding these bodies receive will clearly

effectiveness. The review includes a

be spread across their activities, making

consideration of who should fund the

it difficult to establish the costs of

FRC and how, and the impacts of the

pure audit regulation. Other regulator

current funding arrangements.

variations include whether they focus on

Elsewhere, the Hong Kong

auditors of public interest entities (PIEs,

government is setting up its own

or listed companies) or cover the wider

Financial Reporting Council, amid

audit profession.

Canadian Public
Accountability Board

Finland

Auditor oversight unit
within the Finnish Patent
and Registration Office

France

Haut Conseil du
Commissariat aux
Comptes (Supreme
Council for Statutory
Audit)

Malaysia

Audit Oversight Board
(part of Securities
Commission Malaysia)

Singapore

Accounting and
Corporate Regulatory
Authority

South
Africa

Independent
Regulatory Board for
Auditors

UK

Financial Reporting
Council

US

Public Company
Accounting Oversight
Board

As to where funding comes from,

independence from the audit profession

again there is no uniform approach. For

and its funding adequacy. Some

example, Canada’s regulator is funded

commentators warn the proposed

entirely by listed companies while the

budget of HK$90m (US$11.5m) will leave

Finnish regulator is funded by audit

the regulator insufficiently resourced to

firms alone. Many regulators – including

be able to do its job properly.

those in the UK, the US, France, South

Questions on how audit regulators

Regulator

Canada

governance codes, registering

comprehensive review of the Financial

considerable debate about its potential

Country

Africa and Singapore – have a mixed

around the world are funded have

funding model. This may include some

recently been posed by professional

government funding, whether directly

accountancy organisations and audit

(as in South Africa) or indirectly – in the

regulators. It is therefore a timely

US, for example, the Public Company

moment to look at a sample of

Accounting Oversight Board is largely

regulatory bodies internationally to
see how much funding they receive
and who supplies it.

funded by the Securities and Exchange

The table here captures this
information for eight audit regulators, all
members of the International Forum of
Independent Audit Regulators (IFIAR).
Only regulators that issue annual reports
with sufficient detail (preferably in
English) were included. Some regulatory
bodies were excluded on the basis that
their activities extended so far beyond
audit regulation that any funding
comparison would be meaningless.
Even among the organisations listed

54

Commission (SEC), which is itself

‘Audit regulation
is fundamental
to the regulation
of securities
markets,
which generate
economic growth’

dependent on Congress for its money.
Which model is best is a matter of
debate. Some people believe only
those who benefit from regulation
should pay for it. Others suggest there
is a public interest aspect – auditing
benefits society – so some government
funding should be provided. Whatever
the model chosen, there should
be a consensus that the regulator’s
governance framework is sufficiently
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Data source

Funding amount

Where the funds come from

Audit firms regulated

31/12/2017
year-end
financials

C$16.3m (US$12.4m)

Canadian reporting issuers
(ie listed companies)

286 registered
audit firms (listed
company auditors)

31/12/2016
year-end
financials

€0.33m (US$0.38m).
Anticipated budget for
2017: €2m (US$2.3m,
based on IFIAR profile)

Audit firms

1,500+ registered
audit firms – 157
inspections

31/12/2017
year-end
financials

€14.975m (US$17.39m)

6,439 (of which 328
are PIE auditors
and 6,111 non-PIE
auditors)

31/12/2017
year-end
financials

RM1.971m (US$0.475m)

* Audit firms €6.243m
(US$7.249m)
* Compagnie Nationale
des Commissaires aux
Comptes (French Institute
of Statutory Auditors)
€4.281m (US$4.971m)
* Other income €4.285m
(US$4.975m)
* Other €0.165m (US$0.191m)
Auditor registration fees
RM1.865m (US$0.45m)

31/03/2017
year-end
financials

S$77.7m (US$56.4m)
– total income for all
activities

Registration fees for business
entities, public accountants
and public accounting
entities, and fees from audit
inspections

684 accounting
entities

31/03/2017
year-end
financials

R94.8m (US$6.3m)

R66m (US$4.4m) from
regulating auditors, R29m
(US$1.9m) from government

4,259 registered
auditors – 23 firms
inspected

31/03/2017
year-end
financials

£32m (US$42m)

Listed companies,
professional accountancy
bodies and audit firms,
actuarial profession,
insurance companies and
pension schemes

23,026 registered
statutory auditors –
139 inspections

Setting corporate
governance code,
actuarial regulation,
financial statement review
and public sector audit

31/12/2017
year-end
financials

US$269.4m

US$268m from the SEC,
US$1.5m from accountancy
firms

1,925 registered
firms

Standard-setting for
public company auditors

Examinations for auditors

54 registered audit
firms, 351 individual
auditors, and PIE
auditors

robust to ensure its independence from

market entrants and adversely impact

the audit firms it regulates.

the efficient operation of the market.’

It is also vital that while audit

Other activities

Regulation of businesses and
service providers; administration
of documents for both;
promotion of public awareness
about new business structures,
compliance requirements and
corporate governance practice

Getting the balance right is important

regulators should have sufficient

for financial stability. ‘Audit regulation

funding to operate effectively, the

is much more than simply ensuring

funding regime should not constrain

confidence in the market for audit

audit market competition. ‘Establishing

services,’ Khan says. ‘It is fundamental

effective audit regulation costs money: it

to the regulation of the securities

cannot be done cheaply,’ points out Sha

markets, which promote investment

Ali Khan, ACCA’s director of regulatory

and thereby generate economic growth

development. ‘That said, it is essential

and prosperity.’

AB

that the cost of market entry is not
prohibitive because that would deter

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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Back to basics
In the latest in our series on ‘all you need to know but were too afraid to ask’,
we explore the key tenets of good corporate reporting
Corporate reports are a vital source
of information about a business for

Reliability. Information should be
unbiased and accurate. A report
will often have to include estimates,

and creditors make most use of them,

some of which may turn out to be

and it is their interests that inform the

inaccurate. But to be free from

setting of standards and regulations,

error, estimates should be based

to the narrative information to inform

companies should bear in mind a much

on the best evidence available at

their assessment of future performance.

wider group of stakeholders when they

that time, and significant estimating

are preparing reports.

uncertainties should be disclosed.

information in the financial statements,

Comparability. Reports need

management should present

to offer comparable data over

entity-specific information on past

views of the general issues that affect

different time periods. Where an

performance, present position and

the quality of corporate reports, along

organisation publishes different

prospects in its narrative, while avoiding

with the qualitative characteristics of

reports for different entities, these

boilerplate disclosures. It should be

good corporate reporting.

periods need to be consistent with

consistent with the information used

each other. Measuring non-financial

by management for decision-making,

qualitative characteristics of good

variables that are commonly

including use of key performance

corporate reporting:

covered by other businesses in

indicators (KPIs), and cover the material

*

Relevance and materiality.

the same sector in a commonly

issues discussed by the board.

Information in corporate reports

used manner can be helpful in

Central to the assessment of future

should influence decision-making,

allowing comparability beyond

performance is management’s strategic

such as whether a user would buy or

financial statements.

focus. The business model and strategy

Verifiability. Information should

should be central to the corporate

be objective and open to testing.

report so users can assess where

its omission or misstatement would

Knowledgeable and independent

objectives have been met and identify if

influence users’ decisions. Bearing

experts should be able to reach

key risks are well managed.

in mind that what is relevant for one

consensus (if not total agreement)

user group may not be for another,

on the information.

Tenets of good reporting, the latest

*

It identifies the following as the key

sell shares or do business with the
company. Information is material if

*

*

In addition to standardised

Management should link how value
has been and will be created, reflecting

reports should exclude immaterial

Corporate reporting, the guidance

how resources and capital interact. The

detail, as this may obscure the

continues, also needs to be timely

relationship between the six capitals

significance of the relevant

and understandable.

defined by the International
Integrated Reporting

information they contain.
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What investors want
Professional investor John Kattar
explains what investors want to see in
corporate reports at bit.ly/AB-Kattar1

its stakeholders. Although investors

in ACCA’s tenets series, sets out ACCA’s

CPD

*

Completeness. A report should

Good narrative

Framework should also be

provide all information that allows

ACCA’s report draws a distinction

shown. A good report

users to understand the position,

between financial reporting focused

will demonstrate the

performance and prospects of the

on monetary amounts and reporting

connectivity between the

company. Separate reports may be

that concentrates on other narrative,

resources and capital at the

produced for different user groups.

non-financial issues. Non-financial

entity’s disposal.

As with relevance and materiality,

reports need to be future-orientated:

what constitutes completeness of

while financial statements are historical

corporate reports must strike a balance,

information may differ from one

(although they can help with estimating

fairly discussing significant aspects and

report to another.

future cashflows), users of accounts look

presenting them in a neutral way.

In covering factors relevant to users,
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Finally, conciseness is key.
Online reporting allows links to
greater detail for interested users,
without distracting other users or
obscuring other messages.

Tensions
However good the framework
and however diligent the
preparers of corporate reports,
tension inevitably exists between
some of these characteristics:
completeness conflicts with
conciseness and understandability,
while entity-specific information may
conflict with comparability with other
entities. This has long been a significant
area of debate. Overall, good financial
reporting maintains a balance between
these characteristics.

AB

Peter Williams, journalist

CPD

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

Information is
material if its
omission or
misstatement
would influence
users’ decisions
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Winning websites
In a crowded marketplace, making sure you have a strong online profile is vital for
gaining new business. Tim Butler explains how to get the most out of the internet
Accountancy is a highly competitive

Make the most of advertising

to your website. It is also important to

industry. There are a number of

One of the most effective ways to bring

mention that when paid search is set

businesses offering financial advisory

people to your website is to invest

up incorrectly it can often prove to be

services and if you want your firm’s

in paid search advertising. Google

a costly exercise that doesn’t deliver

website to generate leads then there

AdWords and Bing Ads are effective

results. Therefore, getting an agency

are a number of important factors

ways to advertise on key search terms.

that knows what they’re doing involved

to consider.

It is important to note that

is often a wise choice.

accountancy terms such as

Be found online

‘accountancy’ or ‘accountant’ will be

Create good landing pages

Before your website can begin

very expensive because competition

A landing page is where someone

generating leads it needs to be found

for such words is high. Large

arrives after clicking on your paid search

online. This means investing time, and

accountancy firms with bigger paid

ad. After you have taken the time to

potentially money, in search engine

advertising budgets have the financial

develop ads that drive people to your

optimisation (SEO). You may be aware

power to dominate these terms, so

website, do not undo all your hard

of SEO and may have even been told by

target more specialist terms such as

work by leading them to a poor-quality

your website developers that they are

‘corporate tax services’ or ‘wealth

landing page.

aware of it. However, the main aim of

management advice’.

most developers is to make the website

If you want to make the most of
AdWords or Bing Ads then choose an

pages for the different accountancy

Just because your website looks

experienced and qualified agency that

services you provide. If you are running

‘pretty’ does not mean you are going

will be able to set up your advertising

ads about management buy-out services,

to generate leads. If it does not appear

campaign and run it effectively.

then make sure they are linking to a

when people are searching for relevant

Outsourcing this work may seem like

management buy-out landing page.

accountancy services online, then your

an unnecessary cost, but provided

Make sure that your landing page

website will not be able to deliver the

you choose an expert agency it will

provides all the important information

leads you are expecting.

look good.

be a worthwhile investment as they

that your visitor needs but be concise

Ideally, before creating a website

should be able to achieve a low cost

and to the point. Then ensure that you

you should have carried out detailed

per lead and drive the right people

limit exit points; try to reduce links to

keyword research to identify the

external websites unless absolutely

accountancy-related terms you want

necessary. If you have spent money

your website to rank for. When you
have identified these terms, you can
begin to create page content that
specifically targets them, helping
your website to rank in search results,
leading to an uplift in traffic. Once
this has been achieved you can begin
focusing on how you are then going
to convert this traffic into leads on the
site, by providing relevant and helpful
information that answers a user’s
search query (more about this later).
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Do not link all of your ads to your home
page; instead, create specific landing

Try to reduce
links to external
websites. If you
have spent money
on getting people
to that page, why
encourage them to
click off it?

on getting people to that page, why
encourage them to click off it?
Creating high-quality landing pages
will not just help increase conversions
from your paid search ads but can also
benefit SEO.

Create quality content
After taking the necessary steps to drive
people to your website it is then
vitally important to create high-quality
content. Without content, your website
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will not be found in search results; even

simple as possible. This may sound

It is important to only ask for the

if you are driving traffic to it via paid

obvious, but it is one of the most

information you really need; the more

search, people will not stay if there is

common mistakes businesses make.

information you ask for, the less likely a

nothing useful to read.

Overcomplicating the contact process

visitor will be to fill out the form. Most

reduces the potential of your website to

people do not mind giving their name

generate leads.

and email address, but statistics show

If your website has a blog then this
is a good start, but when was the last
time you actually wrote an article?
Ideally you should be creating content
frequently and providing an expert
insight into relevant accountancy issues

One of the most popular calls to
action is the use of a contact form.

that asking for a phone number and
date of birth can cause your drop-off
rate to increase by up to 50%. If your
contact form includes more than

and challenges faced by businesses.

seven fields then this needs to be

Think about the problems that your

reduced. Making your call to action

clients talk to you about. It’s likely

clear and your contact form simple

that they will not be the only ones
struggling with those challenges, so

to complete will help to deliver
more leads.

write a blog answering that question
and people searching about that issue
will find it, read it and potentially contact
you to find out more about solutions.

Include clear calls to action
After you have worked on improving
your website’s search visibility, created
high-quality blogs, invested money
in paid search and increased traffic to
your site, it is important to take the next
important step: turning your website
visitors into leads.
Your website pages need to have an
aim. When someone visits a particular
page on your site, what action do you
want them to take? Do you want them
to phone you, email you, download a

Help your visitors

whitepaper or subscribe to your mailing

The most important thing when

list? This is where clear and concise calls

trying to get your website to deliver

to action come in.

leads is to provide useful information

Every page on your website should

to your website visitors. Help them

have a specific goal and the content

with useful, high-quality content

should be geared towards making sure

and they will be more likely to trust

the person takes that action. However,

you and contact you. Focus on

be wary of creating too many calls to

producing strong landing pages,

action; too many choices can cause your

creating clear calls to action and

website visitor to take no action at all

simplifying the contact process

and you will lose a potential lead.

and you should begin to see your
website generate more leads for

Simplify your contact process

your business.

AB

If you want your website to deliver
leads, then you need to make

Tim Butler is founder of Innovation

the process of contacting you as

Visual, a digital marketing consultancy
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Queen of clean
Delia Ferreira Rubio, chair of anti-corruption NGO Transparency International, has
spent much of her career fighting graft and the misuse of public power
This year looks like marking a high in
the fight against corruption. Courts in

i

CV

fight the corruption of the 21st century
with the tools of the 19th.’

South Korea and Brazil have imposed
long jail terms on their former political

2017

leaders. In Peru, one ex-president has

Elected chair, Transparency International

Ferreira Rubio identifies several
potential solutions. The first is more
information sharing across jurisdictions.

served jail time, and three more are
under investigation. Elsewhere in the

2008

At present, she complains, prosecutors

world, high-profile figures face similar

Elected to the board of Transparency

chasing stolen funds can face a range

probes. The message is that even those

International, re-elected in 2011

of bureaucratic hurdles, with requests
for information being funnelled through

at the top are not untouchable.

1996–2006

foreign ministries. ‘This can slow down

non-governmental organisation (NGO)

Professor of law and politics at CEMA

the chase and makes it easier for corrupt

Transparency International, believes

University, Buenos Aires

officials to hide their tracks,’ she says.

since the anti-corruption movement she

1990–2005

to visit the organisation’s national

now leads was founded 25 years ago.

Adviser, then chief adviser, to the

branches and attend meetings. At the

‘A quarter of a century ago, corruption

Argentine Chamber of Deputies; then

time of interview, after a month away

was not on the public agenda,’ she

adviser to the Argentine Senate

from the office, she has in her in-tray

Delia Ferreira Rubio, chair of the

Ferreira Rubio is constantly travelling

there has been substantial progress

one request for an interview, another

says, speaking from Transparency
International’s Berlin offices. ‘Now it is an

1984–90

for an opinion article, and invitations to

issue that can sway election outcomes.’

Director of legislation for the state

speak at a university and to contribute

government of Córdoba, then its

to the upcoming Civil Society 20

branches in 100 countries, has helped

adviser; then adviser to the Argentine

meeting, which Argentina is hosting –

put in place an integrity infrastructure.

Interior Ministry

and that’s all in just one week in August.

Transparency International, which has

Born in Córdoba, Argentina, Ferreira

There are now anti-corruption laws on

Rubio completed her PhD in law at

the books in most countries, Ferreira
Rubio points out, including provision for

World Bank estimates that around

Complutense University in Madrid,

independent anti-corruption agencies

US$1.5 trillion in bribes is still siphoned

Spain. Since then she has split her time

and protection for whistleblowers. ‘We

off from the global economy each year.

between being a law professor and
consulting on corruption for non-profit

have seen strong progress in many parts
of the world in ensuring that people who

Grand corruption

organisations and a host of multilateral

disclose corruption are shielded from

Part of the challenge, she says, is that

bodies, such as the Inter-American

retaliation, with especially impressive

‘grand corruption’ has become more

Development Bank. She has served

developments in Europe,’ she says.

sophisticated, especially over the past

as an election monitor in Brazil and

International law enforcement and the

five years. ‘Technological advances

Honduras, and advised on campaign

development of legal mechanisms for

mean that stolen money can now travel

finance in Costa Rica and Mexico.

recovering stolen assets were given a

across the world in just a few seconds,

major boost back in 2005 when the UN

and sophisticated software can preserve

lawyers, she developed a passion for

Convention against Corruption (signed

the anonymity of transactions. The

public ethics at a young age. More than

by 140 nations) came into effect.

use of shell companies and tax havens

35 years into her career, she still retains

has also made it harder to follow the

a passion for cleaning up public life

money.’ This crossborder corruption, she

around the world.

Despite these advances, there is still
work to do, Ferreira Rubio says. The

60

argues, demands new tools: ‘You can’t

The daughter of two constitutional
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One area of recent particular concern,

i

Basics

she says, has been identifying the
beneficial owners of bank accounts
or companies. A notable advance in

*

solving this problem, she believes, was

Transparency International was founded in 1993 and now has chapters in more
than 100 countries. Its Berlin secretariat has a staff of more than 100, with the
chapters employing another 1,000 people around the world.

the UK parliament’s vote earlier this year
to require all British overseas territories
to make public the real owners of all

*

It is funded by donations from government agencies, multilateral institutions,
foundations, companies and individuals. Last year, 68% of its government agency

their registered companies by the

funding came from Europe. The European Commission was the largest single

end of 2020. Last year Transparency

donor, while corporate donations accounted for 5% of income. In 2017 operating

International’s UK branch identified

income was €20.9m (US$24.4m), with a €165,000 surplus after expenses.

£4.4bn (US$5.7bn) worth of property
in the UK that had been bought with
suspicious wealth; of the companies

*

Since 1995, Transparency International has issued the Corruption Perceptions
Index, which grades nations according to ‘their perceived levels of corruption,

used for the transactions, nearly half

as determined by expert assessments and opinion surveys’. It also publishes

were based in the British Virgin Islands.

the Global Corruption Barometer, which tracks public opinion on corruption.

Ferreira Rubio is concerned that many
major nations have been dragging their

The latest edition of the barometer surveyed 162,000 people in 119 countries/
territories on their view of corruption.

feet in removing the financial anonymity
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contracts official a total of NZ$1m

Ups and downs 2012–17

(US$670,000). Both men are now serving

Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index ranks 180 countries by

jail terms. ’We need to remember that

perceived level of corruption. New Zealand was ranked in first place (ie least corrupt)

corruption can occur anywhere,’ Ferreira

in 2017 with a points score of 89 (maximum possible score is 100).

Rubio says. ‘It’s not just a developing
world problem. And while certain
sectors, like public procurement, are at

Most improved (by 2017 ranking)

particularly high risk for corruption, no
Country

2012 rank

2017 rank

Gain in points score

UK

17

8

+8 to 82

Greece

94

59

+12 to 48

Belarus

123

68

+13 to 44

sector is immune.’

Citizen pain
Ultimately, it is citizens who suffer from
corruption, and those worst placed
financially may suffer most. According
to the World Bank, poor families in

Largest setbacks (by 2017 ranking)

developing countries can spend twice
Country

2012 rank

2017 rank

Drop in points score

as much of their income on bribes as

Australia

7

13

–8 to 77

high-income families.

Saint Lucia

22

48

–16 to 55

Turkey

54

81

–9 to 40

Ferreira Rubio says: ‘Petty corruption
is the most conspicuous – such as when
a seven-year-old child is only given
good grades if they bring in a phone
card for the teacher.’ But while grand

Source: Corruption Perceptions Index 2017

corruption – such as the siphoning off of
money from roads, education or health
that allows criminals to hide their

easier to monitor government budgets

– is less direct, it is no less pernicious. ‘It

identity. Only six G20 countries (Brazil,

and public spending.’

causes delays in construction projects,

France, Germany, Italy, the UK and

undermines economic growth and

Spain) currently have central registers,

fight is a battle for hearts and minds,

weakens the confidence of businesses,’

and only the UK’s is publicly available.

and Ferreira Rubio sees the accounting

she says. It also contaminates

The problem was underlined by the

profession as an essential part of the

democracy, as citizens cannot be sure

2017 ‘Global Laundromat’ scandal, a

solution. ‘Laundering and hiding money

that politicians are making decisions in

money-laundering scam that involved

can’t be done without the help of highly

the best interests of the public.

moving between US$20bn and US$80bn

skilled professional accountants and

out of Russia through more than 26,000

lawyers,’ she says. ‘As a result, it is vital

of her professional life to cleaning up

payments to 96 different countries,

that professionals are on the right side of

corruption. ‘This is inevitably a gradual

including all G20 nations except Brazil.

this struggle.’ She sees ACCA’s inclusion

process since it involves reshaping

of an ethics and professional skills

laws, institutions and public priorities,’

Technology cuts both ways

module in its qualification as a positive

she says. ‘But I remain optimistic. I

The complexity of such scandals

sign, recognising the importance of the

wouldn’t have spent so many decades

also highlights the growing role of

ethical dimension in accountancy.

on corruption if I didn’t believe it was a

technology in hiding the stolen funds.

62

Ultimately, though, the anti-corruption

However, the problem remains truly

Ferreira Rubio believes, however, that IT

global. Even New Zealand, ranked the

advances can be part of the solution as

least corrupt nation in Transparency

well as the problem. ‘Prosecutors need

International’s Corruption Perceptions

to match the technological prowess

Index, was hit last year by its largest-

of the criminals,’ she says, adding:

ever bribery case. A court found that an

‘Technology can facilitate access to

executive at road engineering company

public information, as well as making it

Projenz had paid an Auckland public

Ferreira Rubio has dedicated much

fight that can be won.’

AB

Dijana Suljovic, journalist
More information
Read about ACCA’s Ethics and
Professional Skills module at
bit.ly/ACCA-EPSmodule
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See you in Sydney
Members from around the world are converging on Australia this November for the
inspirational programme on offer at the World Congress of Accountants
ACCA will be showcasing its

new ways of working in

cutting-edge research and

the digital age, exploring

collaborative relationships

the connection between

at this year’s World

innovation, financial

Congress of Accountants

performance, and diversity

(WCOA). Held every four

and inclusion.

years, WCOA is the world’s

Other speakers include

number one accountancy

former UN secretary

event. ACCA is a gold

general Ban Ki-moon and

sponsor, and our theme for

Olympus whistleblower

the event is ‘partnerships’.

Michael Woodford.

Helen Brand, ACCA chief

ACCA will be unveiling

executive, will be taking

new research on how

to the stage to talk about

professional accountants

Worth checking out
There are some special activities and deals for ACCA members
at WCOA, which runs from 5 to 8 November 2018 at the
International Convention Centre in Sydney, Australia.
Brand says: ‘WCOA 2018’s

Special rates: ACCA members can take advantage of special

can embrace emotional

rates to attend WCOA as a result of our gold sponsorship. Full

intelligence to help them

theme is Global Challenges/

details are available at accaglobal.com/wcoa.

thrive in the digital age. It

Global Leaders, and the

Sign up for our reception evening: Come and join us for

is also hosting a session

programme focuses on

our key social event during WCOA, where you’ll be able to

called ‘Robotics: unlocking

building prosperity and

network with ACCA members from across the world and

the automation prize in

acting in the public interest

members of ACCA’s Council, along with friends of ACCA

finance’, based on research

– issues right at the heart of

from our partner organisations. You’ll also be able to enjoy

carried out with Chartered

the profession and how it

spectacular views of Sydney Harbour Bridge. Look for the

Accountants ANZ (CA

operates on the global stage.

reception link at accaglobal.com/wcoa.

ANZ), ACCA’s strategic

Quotients quest: Visit ACCA’s stand at WCOA to hear more

alliance partner. CA ANZ

will again be taking part. I’m

about our professional insights research and join in the

is co-hosting WCOA with

sure that the 2018 congress

‘quotients quest’, which is based on the seven skills that

CPA Australia.

will inspire delegates and

professional accountants need if they are to succeed in the

Another ACCA session,

‘I’m thrilled that ACCA

create discussions to help

digital age. Collect our specially designed badges and enter

in partnership with IMA (the

us all deal with the demands

our competition.

Institute of Management

placed on the profession.

Highlights at our virtual conference: ACCA members and

Accountants), will explore

As the leading global

employers will be able to view the highlights of ACCA’s

what the ACCA/IMA global

professional accountancy

activities at WCOA in our annual global virtual conference,

economic conditions survey,

body, we are invested in

Accounting for the Future, which will be held 27–29 November.

which has been running for

ensuring we help develop

Sign up at accaglobal.com/AFF2018.

10 years, can tell us about

the accountancy profession

the future of the economy.

the world needs.’
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Extending influence
ACCA confers with Vietnam’s Ministry of Finance and inks a partnership deal with its
Institute of Directors, and an event in Switzerland looks at the future of audit
Vietnam

Switzerland

Intensive IFRS

IT audit

ACCA Vietnam and the

While a lack of talent and

country’s Ministry of Finance

a requirement for external

co-hosted intensive three-

and internal auditors to

day training courses in

be innovative are key

international accounting and

challenges in IT audit, the

financial reporting standards

future is bright.

in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh

These were the key

City in August.

messages from ‘The Future

The topics – IFRS 1 and

of Audit’ event held in

12, and IAS 7, 23, 28, 36, 37 –

September, hosted by

attracted 250 attendees per

the Institute of Internal

city per day from universities,

Auditing (IIA) Switzerland,

employers, local bodies and
government agencies.

Engaging with MoF

Vu Duc Chinh, director general of the department of
management, accounting and auditing at the Ministry of
Finance, opens the standards training course in Hanoi.

professional association
focused on IT governance)
and ACCA.

Following the signing

Held in the new Swiss Re

A Ministry of Finance team

Vietnam’s IFRS Standards

led by the vice minister, Do

adoption project, and

ceremony, the two parties

auditorium in Zurich, the

Hoang Anh Tuan, met with

strengthening the quality of

held a joint seminar on

event attracted more than

Stephen Heathcote, ACCA’s

financial reporting and audit.

cyber resilience for boards.

150 attendees.

executive director – markets,

ACCA also held a dinner

Nearly 90 directors, senior

Speakers included

and Soo Yee Leong, ACCA’s

with key Vietnamese

executives, government

Frank Schneider, CEO of

director for Asia-Pacific, in

stakeholders from the British

agency representatives,

the Swiss Federal Audit

August to review mutual

Embassy, the Ministry of

local bodies and media

Oversight Authority;

activities such as the joint

Finance, local bodies, the

representatives attended.

Thomas Stenz, ex-chairman

scheme exam programme

World Bank, universities,

and training workshops.

approved employers and

Sharath Martin, regional

board and now a board

The minister acknowledged

learning providers.

policy consultant for

member for various listed

ACCA ASEAN and ANZ,

and private companies;

ACCA’s contribution to the

Addressing the seminar,

of the EY Switzerland

development of Vietnam’s

Strategic partnership

pointed out key insights

Peter Weiss, head of IT audit

accounting and auditing

The Vietnam Institute of

for boards, while Nguyen

at SwissRe; Philipp Wilhelm,

activities in recent years.

Directors (VIOD) and ACCA

Quang Dong, director

managing director at

have signed a memorandum

of the Institute of Policy

the Schweizer Institut für

mutual cooperation and

of understanding to enhance

Studies and Media

Managementerneuerung;

support with ACCA.

mutual cooperation in

Development, provided

and Gabrielle Rudolf

Upcoming events include

promoting good corporate

an update on Vietnamese

von Rohr, IIA Switzerland

‘Technology 4.0 in

governance as a key element

cyber legislation and what

president and head of

Accounting and Auditing’ at

for sustainable business

businesses should do to

finance controls for the Swiss

the 2018 annual conference,

in Vietnam.

mitigate cyber risk.

canton of Solothurn.

He proposed continuing

64

ISACA (an international
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Ethics for breakfast
ACCA is marking Global Ethics Day on 17 October with a series
of ‘follow the sun’ breakfast roundtables and other events
More information

ACCA is partnering with
the Carnegie Council and

*

When it comes to

and ACCA offices around

‘follow the sun’ breakfast

the world will host breakfast

events around the world,

professional, what are

roundtables to discuss

featuring panel discussions

the challenges and

ethics and professionalism.

with business leaders and

opportunities ahead?

influencers, ACCA and

body the Carnegie Council,

its partners aim to set the

which established Global

tone for Global Ethics Day,

Ethics Day in 2014 to

placing ethics at the top of

celebrate its centenary, and

members’ working agendas.

*

organisation CFA Institute,

the roundtables will include:

ACCA aims to reinforce its

*

What do professionalism
and ethics mean to you?

being ethical and

What part does
technology play in our
ethical futures?

*

Topics under discussion at

investment professionals’

Can such a thing
as global ethics
actually work?

*

How is technology
driving unethical
behaviour?

AB

Masterful performance
The ACCA MBA programme offered in partnership with Oxford Brookes University (OBU) is now
rated seventh best in the world, according to the 2018 edition of QS World University: Distance
Online MBA ranking, which takes graduate employability as its principal metric. The ACCA/
OBU master’s has appeared in the top 10 of the ranking for the past five years. Chris Blackburn,
pro vice-chancellor and dean of Oxford Brookes Business School, said: ‘We deliver a highly
personal and collaborative approach, which suits the needs of modern MBA students, with a
genuinely global learning network for experienced working professionals.’
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Five-star operator
Marriott regional CFO Paul Simmons
on the hotel room boom

Ethics in focus
The revised code of ethics for
professional accountants

Cleaning up
Interview: Delia Ferreira Rubio, chair
of Transparency International
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Ranking the largest global
accounting networks
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